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Worden Walks In Space
195,000 Miles Up Today

Karen Alexander, diegilair of
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh AlanIMIII! of
903 Coldwater Road was
of
certificates
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Kelso of awarded
Grove, represented achievement for winning the
Lynn
Calloway County at the Kentucky Consumer Education Project in
We read where hunters have
left Leaders Forum held at Lake 4-H State Competition and Area
killed about 500 Golden and Bald
Cumberland 4-H Center, July 30- senior clothing demonstration
Eagles out west. This is a
August 1. The theme of the state contest.
national disgrace in addition to
for
certificates
The
wide conference was "It's Our
breaking about every Federal
awarded by
were
achievement
Leadership
With
omorrow-State
law you can think of. They
Montgomery Ward Company,
oday."
claimed that the Eagles were
ow.IF
The conference brought sponsor of the
catching lambs which we
W. A. Crittenden of Fulton SPACE CENTER, Houston jettisoned in space prior to
IdirlFs,
mid
project
education
tucky
volunteers-Ken
together
seriously doubt.
Route Three, brother of Howard (UPI) —Apollo 15 astronaut splashdown in the Pacific late
cicalas,
the
of
sponsor
1608
of
Bryan
and
James Claytea
Harold
William
leaders
4-H
adult
R. Crittenden of Murray, died Alfred M. Worden hand-walked
College Farm Road is among the
Saturday.
professionals and 4-H personnel demonstration contest.
Mr. and Mrs. Art Lee have a
Miss Alexander will be a senior 1,106 Memphis State University Wednesday afternoon at the in space 196,000 miles above
Worden floated out of the
with the University of Kentucky
whole row of Magic Lilies.
Community
Hospital, Mayfield. Earth today to retrieve a film hatch of Endeavour at 11:41
at Murray High School this fall. students scheduled to receive
College of Agriculture's
in degrees during the summer He was 49 years of age and his record of more than one million a.m. EDT and, in full view of a
Cooperative Extension Service- Her record will be entered
Drop by and take a look at
death followed an extended square miles of the moon.
color television camera, made
to exchange ideas on working National Competition this fall convocation of the 59th com- Illness.
Murray Branch,Federal Savings
one
for
competinis
be
will
she
and
Midthe
at
14
With James B. Irwin tending his way to the aft section of the
Aug.
4-H
the
mencement
through
with youth
and Loan . As nice quarters as
of six educational scholar:tips South Coliseum. Tennessee The deceased was a veteran of his oxygen hose, Worden floated spaceship, maintaining a firm
you will find anywhere.
Program.
A gospel meeting is planned at The 1971 forum program valued at seven hundred dollars Commissioner of Education E. C. World War II and was a member carefully out of the cabin of grip on hand rails.
Mona Purdom back from Camp
Shortly after leaving the
Stirnbert will be featured speaker of the Pilot Oak Baptist Church. command ship Endeavour on
Merri-Mac which is located in the Hazel Church of Christ features many discussion each.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. America's first truly working cabin, Worden flipped his body
at the 10 arn. ceremonies.
Black Mountain, North Carolina. beginning Sunday, August 8, and sessions on communication with
Dr. Cecil C. Humphreys, Nadene Crittenden of Fulton spacewalk. The Apollo 15 around but held firmly to the
She goes back today until August continuing through Sunday, youth, leadership methods, and
Memphis State president, will Route 'Three; mother, Mrs. Ruth commander, David R. Scott, railing. He trailed a long, white
20 and will be assistant Camp August 15. The services will be expanding 4-H. The opening
present 584 bachelor's degrees, Crittenden of Fulton Route was at the spaceship's controls. oxygen and communications
session on Friday night featured
Director. Daughters have been held nightly at 8 p.m.
The speaker for the services "4-H Through the Eyes of 4503 master's degrees, two Three; three daughters, Mrs. Worden's route to the camera line.
there and one will remain for
As a backup to his lifeline,
associate degrees in nursing, Marvin Gilbert of Water Valley, compartment in the service
another three weeks while the will be James Clayton of Chicago, H'ers", with Kentucky's 1971
Illinois, and the songleader will National 4-H conference
three law degrees and 14 doctoral Mrs. Jerry Hale of Chicago, M., module 18 feet from the hatch Worden wore a small emergenother is at band camp.
be David Clayton, also of delegates-Regina Boyd, Cadiz;
and Mrs. Herman Johnson of was lined with handrails to cy oxygen backpack of the type
degrees.
carried earlier by Scott and
Mr. Bryan is scheduled to Fulton Route Three; five sisters, facilitate film retrieval.
Rosemarie /Wit, CAM Springs;
Shrine Golf Tournament all set Chicago.
No injuries were listed on the receive a Masters in Science.
Mrs. Halton Glover of Palmer- The mile of film was in an Irwin during their moonwallos.
for Saturday and Sunday. Looks Bill Johnson is the minister of Mary Nell Jackson, Hartraffic
sville, Tenn., Mrs. Raymond instrument bay in the service Five minutes into the spacewdinsburg; Paul Junk, Louisville; reports of three
like the field will be close to 150. the church.
The public is invited to attend and Stephen Kelly, Crittenden-as that occurred on W
Wallace of Paducah, Mrs. Voris module, which is to be alk, mission control reported
Officials were aiming at 120 so it
afternoon filed by the officers of Legion And Auxiliary
that the 39-year-old pilot's
Coltharpe and Mrs. Namon
panel members.
will be an overwhelming success. the services.
Murray Police Department.
116,
was about
heartrate
Etrann, both of Wingo Route Two,
On Saturday, Ralph Ramsey the
Monday
On
Meet
To
Street was ilhalieene
compared to a normal of about
and Mrs. Jones Glover of
Extension Sociologist, talked to South 12th
About half will come from
4:19 p.m. The American Legion and Mayfield; two brothers, Rev.
70.
the group on "Effective of the collision at
Louisville, Nashville, and points
1970 Pontiac four door Auxiliary will hold its regular Norman Crittenden of Milan,
a
between
Carefully locking a safety line
-ft
4
of
expansion
for
Programs
Kentucky.
all over West
and the leadership needs to serve hardtop owned by Garrison meeting on Monday, August 9, at Tenn., and Howard R. Crittenden SPACE CENTER, Houston to a film casette from the
of Murray.
UPI)—The Apollo 15 timetable ship's powerful telescopic
the program "and Granville Motor Sales, 407 South 4th Street, 7:30 p.m. at the Legion Hall.
Smiley Wilson and the Wilburr
King, Area Extension 4-H Agent, and driven by Nancy Patterson All members are urged to Funeral services will be held (all times EDT and subject to camera, Worden pulled it free
Bros. will be on hand once again
and attend especially as the Mem- Saturday at the Pilot Oak Baptist change):
and carried it back to the open
discussed "Resources Available Cooper, 207 North 17th Street,
two door hardtop bership drive is being held during Church, Rev. Kenneth
Yarhatch. He transferred it to
Today
Doctor says for us to get more HOPKINSVILLE (UPI)—Four For Effective Leaderahip". a 1970 Ford
borough and Rev. Mason BevW 11:34 a.m. — Worden starts Irwin.
eveland, Ohio, residents were Before the conference ended on driven by Katherine Alton Lax, the month of August.
exercise so we get us a bicycle
Murray.
After the retrieval of the first
ested at Ft. Campbell near Sunday, Conrad
officiating.
Feltner, Chestnut Street,
spacewalk to retrieve two film
We're amazed at our proficiency
Police said Mrs. Lax was enNephews will serve as casettes from the experiment film pack, ground controllers
TEMPLE HILL LODGE
Ye figured we got plenty of ere late Wednesday and Assistant Director of Extension tering South 12th Street from the
rged with passing counterfeit for 4-H, spoke on "New Ideas
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free pallbearers. Burial will be in the bay in the service module. told Worden, "beautiful job, Al,
exercise walking 400 miles a day
Big K parking lot and failed to see and Accepted Masons will meet church cemetery with the Telecast begins at 11:44 a.m. baby. No hurry at all."
ney.
for Kentucky's 4-H Future".
but he says that does not count
On a second trip to the bay
Following each presentation, Mrs. Cooper driving south on in a regular communication on arrangements by. the Jackson The spacewalk will last a
Apparently it has to be more of s Held today in the Christian
Home, maximum of one hour.
Funeral
area, Worden looked at the
unty jail here pending discussion sessions were held so South 12th Street.
Saturday, August 7, at 7:30 p.m. Brothers
frivolous nature to do any good
a‘gersaegat below) a U.S. the leaders could give their Ideas Damage to the Pontiac was on Work will be in the Fellowcraft Dukedom, Tenn., where friends 10:04 p.m.—Astronauts begin camera section and reported:
mmissioner were Harry on the topics discussed and on the left front end and to the Fagod degree.
Nelson has a new fountain in
"It looks like the cover has
may call.
nine-hour sleep period.
th, 20, Raymond Watts, 20, other subjects of interest to 4- on the left back end.
jammed" on one camera
the court in front of his home on
Friday
Cars involved in a collision at
wife,Suzanne, 21, and Juanita leaders.
He appeared to work almost
Doran Road. A pleasing sight.
7:04 a mi.—Astronauts wake
the intersection of Main and
n, 19, all of Cleveland.
effortlessly, without the hard
North 7th Streets were a 1970
Forty-four states plus the District State Police and Christian
4:00 p.m.—Apollo 15 stages 30 exertion that was apparent
Ford two door driven by Harley
during
earlier
American
of Columbia have a sales tax. D. unty Sheriff G. H. Norflett,
minute telecast.
Cloys Adams of Mayfield Route
C. plus 38 states also have a state ding on a tip from a suspicious
6:32 p.m.—Course corrention, spacewalks dating back to the
Continued oe Page Nine
first one on June 3, 1965, by
income tax. There are 32 states wnbroker, arrested the four
if necessary.
the sprawling military post
71us D. C. which have both of
11:04 p.m.—Astronauts begin Edward White.
Sonny Hooks of the Hook's
Western Kentucky.
them. Also some states levy a taz
(Continued on Page Nine)
Wheel Alignment, North 4th
parents were the late Walter J. nine-hour rest period.
on income earned within their State Police confiscated 91,280 Street, Murray, reported the
William H. (Jake) Dunn, Dunn and Martha Michaux Dunn.
bogus $20 bills. All of the
borders by residents of other
former judge for the City of He was married to the former
theft of two Mag wheels and two
unterfeit money bore the same
states.
Murray,died this morning at four Alene Andrus, who survives,
Super Shell H.P. 40 F 70-14 tires
ix! number—"D86362763A."
at the Murray-Calloway
o'clock
this morning at 6:55 to the
Mrs.
By United Press International County Hospital where he had daughter of the late Mr.and
For more than a year a man had The four were arrested at Ft. Murray Police Department.
Murray, on
Chilly weather swept through been a patient since July 28. He Voris Andurs of
pbell's gate five on U.S. 41A
eaten in a small restaurant whose
Hooks said the wheels and tires e Midwest and Northeast had been in poor health for September 16, 1925. Mr. and Mrs.
visiting a shopping center's
Wand, South Carolina, where be
sign read, "Mary's Home
Dunn resided on South 4th Street, Capt. Neil Clements Demaree, served for three years.
were
taken off of a 1970 Pontiac ain today, while showers and sometime.
Cooking." But never once had he quor store and the pawnshop,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Murray, until about two years son-in-law of
se owner called police when Firebird owned by Garland Used understorrns spread from
In 1955 Demaree was promoted
seen Mary. Finally he curiosity
The Murray man, age 73, took
ago when they moved to their Dwight Crisp of Murray, is now
through
Cars.
England
as
the
money
suspected
uthern
e
New
said
he
and
to
him
of
best
the
got
executive officer of to Lieutenant in 1955 and received
the
as
serving
Story,
1501
at
home
present
he mid-Atlantic and Gulf
the waitress, "I've been havins tmterfeit.
the Dental Clinic at the US. orders to Argentia, NewfounMurray.
states.
lunch in here for a long time, and
Now Yon Knew
Mrs.
wife,
Naval Base, Guantanamo Bay, dland, the following summer
his
are
Survivors
Monsoon-Wte rains swept the
Mary is never around. Where is
PUPPY FREE
where he received his regular
By United Press International
Story,
1501
Cuba.
Dunn,
Andrus
Alene
she?"
commission.
Navy
Puppy,two months old,female, Patrick Curtis, who played Texas coast Wednesday, sendins
Murray; one daughter, Mrs.
washins
floods
"She's just where the sign say1 white with one brown ear, is free Dliva de Havilland's baby in flash
He reported to Guantanamo in Capt. Demaree was ordered to
and
Kuykendall
IFreedal
Hassel
she is," the waitress answered to someone for a pet. For further "Gone with the Wind," grew up through both Port Arthur and
He is married to the the Naval Dental School in
her husband, 806 North 20th June of 1970.
Robstown. A boy in Robstown
and they have Bethesda, Md., in 1958, where he
"home cooking."
Crisp
Arm
Information call 436-2113.
former
:o marry Raquel Welch.
Bobby
son,
one
Street, Murray;
was sept away by the raging 317, David, completed the dental post
Becky,
children,
four
E.Dunn,and his wife, the former
MOSASiMikeieftWO,Va$Z4:44VFM
to-4 foot waters and believed
and Susan, 6.
graduate course that year, and
Garner, 601 Meadow 15, Jhn, 13,
Norma
drowned.
orders for
Lane, Murray; four grandsons, Capt. Dernaree served as a subsequently received
at the
training
additional
As many as 200 persons
Michael Kuykendall and his wife, hospital corparrum during World
Bureau of Standards
evacuated their homes in
Regina, Jeffrey Lynn, Steven War H and was discharged as a National
and at Georgetown University.
Robstown to escape the water,
Lee, and Andrew Lyle Dunn, all Pharmacist Mate id Class in
During this time he was
caused by a 15-inch rainfall in
of Murray.
May of 1946. In the fall of that promoted to Lieutenant Comtwo days.
Also surviving are four sisters, year he entered Murray State
mander and also received his
Many residents in SalyerMrs. Ina Nesbitt and Mrs. Noble College where he received his
r arm gatherings will again be sville, Ky., also evacuated their
of Science degree in
Master
the
Farm
school
Fancy
building
Hazel
of
By Robert P. Dalton
(Topsey) Brandon, both
bachelor of science degree in Dental
Materials
from
In Graves County in far Western one hand this year and
homes Wednesday night when a
Route Three, Mrs. B. F. ( Amy) June of 1949.
usual is a candidate. Former flash flood inundated most of
Wilson of Memphis, Tenn., and The Murray graduate entered Georgetown University.
FRANKFORT (UP!)—The Kentucky. The picnic is a high- Gov.
A. B. "Happy" Chandler is the community.
from
graduation
Mrs. Ivan (Agnes) Orr of the University of Louisville Upon
Fancy Farm Picnic, traditionally point in the campaigning and
seeking a third term as Governor There were no reports of
year—in
each
of
August
in
comes
two brothers, Rudy School of Dentistry receiving his Georgetown, he reported to the
a time for roasting political
Louisville;
and this time as an independent serious injuries and state police
W. H. (Jake) Dan
Dunn of Hazel Route Three and DMD degree in June 1953. Dr. Cruiser, Long Beach, before its
opponents and munching hot plenty of time for the November
under the banner of the Com- and civil defense units assisted
commissioning. He was the first
election.
Walter T. Dunn of Louisville.
of
City
on
oath
as
gets
the
barbecued meat,
Judge
office
underway
Demaree was the only member of dental officer to serve aboard a
monwealth Party.
evacuation. the first Monday in
the
Farm
attracted
has
Fancy
in
residents
scheduled
been
December The funeral has
for the 91st year Saturday with no
that graduating clams to be
"Why I was speaking at Fancy Some flash flooding also was
1957 succeeding the late Bob for Friday at three p.m. at the selected for the U.S. Navy Senior nuclear powered surface ship.
shortage of political aspirants. large crowds for years but held a Farm before
Emberton
was
born
have included the
the
Louisville.
greater attraction when
reported in
McCuistion. He was elected for chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Dental program. He was com- Other tours
Democratic Gubernatorial primary election was held in and Ford was just a little boy," At Middlesex, N.J., WednesMarine Corps
department,
dental
Home.
two more terms with his last Funeral
missioned a Lieutenant (junior
candidate U. Gov. Wendell H. August and was only a few weeks Chandler said. The former U.S. day, the fourth consecutive day
Pallbearers will be Rex grade)and ordered to the Marine Base, Camp LeJeune, North
1969.
December
term
in
ending
Senator who is now 73 years old, of rain washed out competition
Ford and Republllican candidate before the nomination voting.
where he became a
He served under four men as BWIngton, Flavil Robertson, J. Collie Recruit Depot at parry Carolina,
for Governor Thomas D. Em- Last year's picnic featured the said he first spoke at Fancy In the senior men's finals and
in 1964. From there
Commander
Joe
Smothers,
James
Walston,
H.
chief of police, Charlie Marr,
berton are both slated to speak heat-before-the-primary between Farm in 1931 when he was run- intermediate men's qualifying
to represent the
selected
was
he
Gingles.
Burman Parker, Brent Manning, R. Sims, and Rob
under the massive old oak trees Ford and former Gov. Bert T. ning his successful campaign for rounds at the world horseshoe
Dental Corps at the Marine
Interment will be in the Murray
M.
James
and
the
chief,
present
where political speeches before Combs. Both men delighted in Lieutenant Governor.
tteurnament.
Command and Staff College in
Cemetery with the arrangements
Brown.
the election have echoed for herbed remarks about the other. "I'm going to tell them (at The pattern of heavy rainQuantico, Virginia.
Funeral
-Coleman
Blalock
Before being elected to the by the
nearly a century.
In 1966 Demaree was ordered
Only two of the Republican Fancy Farm), it's expensive to falls, however, diminished to- office of City Judge in 1957, Dunn Home where friends may call.
to the 15th Dental Company with
hopefuls for Governor /Mowed up train a Governor in office and I day.
street
and
road
worked
with
The picnic is held in front of
the Fifth Marine Division then
last year—then Parks Com- already know how to be Gover- War weather continued over contractors. The city judgeship MIS OWN LINE
being formed at Camp Pendleton,
missioner James Host and for- nor," Chandler said looking most of the Rockies and the was the only public office he ever LISS, england (UPI)—Dr.
California. He was subsequently
mer parks boss Robert Gable. forward to the Saturday plateau regions with readings in held. He served as City Judge Frank Mark and his neighbors
out 921,640 Wednesday and
the southwest holding in the
paid
deployed, taking a detachment
Host will be there again this year, politicking.
judge,
present
pro-tern for the
enthurailroad
steam
a
outbid
the 15th Dental Company
from
but as the GOP nominee for William E. Smith of Princeton, 90s.
Overbey, for a
the American Party candidate Showers and thunderstorms William Donald
turn a
with the 28th Marines. While on
Lieutenant Governor.
becoming ill. siast who planned to
before
short
time
Okinawa, he also served as the
Widely scattered showers and Ernberton did not attend the for Governor, will also attend the dotted most of the mountainous Judge Dunn was a member of derelict one-mile stretch of
museum—
railroad
a
into
track
Marine Amphibious Brigade
9th
thundershowers mainly south picnic last year, citing a previous picnic. Candidates of all three west.
of
Poplar Church
parties for the other statewide Fair weather prevailed over the Seventh and
locomotives
Dental officer.
portions today and mainly ex- commitment.
Lodge No. 105 complete with
Murray
Christ,
Returning from WestPac,
treme south tonight and Friday. Some 200 pork shoulders and 65 offices are scheduled to attend. the remainder of the country. Free and Accepted Masons, chugging back and forth.
Temperatures around the serving as a past master, the "It was worth it," said Mark,
Commander Demaree became
Considerable cloudiness and not sheep are being readied to be barONE CITED
Clinic Director at the San Onefre
much temperature change becued in the field south of the One person was cited for public nation early today ranged from Rispah Shriners of Madisonville, who bought the line from the
shaor
43 at Houghton Lake and sod Murray Camp 592 of the British Army. "The depleciaClinic at Camp Pendleton,
through Friday except partly school. The stage under the
drunkenness on Wednesday by
lion on our homes from the
California,-- where he was
cloudy north Friday. Highs today of the old oak trees is also being the personnel of the office of Marquette County Airport at Woodmen of the World.
Marquette. Mich., to 93 at He was born October 27, 1897, in smelly trains would have cost
promoted to captain in November
and Friday low 70s to low 805 prepared for the speakers
Calloway County Sheriff Clyde
Capt. N. C. Demaree
1989.
Needles, Calif.
A familiar face to the Fancy Steele
Lows tonight mostly in the 60s
Obion County, Tenn.. and his much more"
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To Receive Degree
From Memphis State

Brother Local Film From Lunar Lander
Man Succumbs Retrieved By Astronaut
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No Injuries
Are Reported
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Apollo
Timetable

Counterfeiters
Are Arrested
At Ft. Campbell
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Former City Judge W. H.
(Jake) Dunn Dies Today

Tires And Wheels
Reported Stolen

Chilly Weather
Sweeps Midwest

MSU Grad Heads Navy's
Dental Clinic In Cuba
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PL°YmENT

Double Sessions A Hardship

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER lb TDIZEI WILE

Murray stores closed yesterday from two to three p.m. in
respect of Verne 0. Kyle, general manager of Murray
Manufacturing Company, whose funeral was held at two p.m. at
the First Methodist Church.
Liza Spann and Charles Reidlinger of the biology department of
Murray State College were selected to participate in a four weeks
institute in departmental biology at Gainesville, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Blanch Henson, 1652 Ryan Avenue, Murray, will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on August 6 with open
house at the Murray Woman's Club.
Mr.and Mrs. L. Wayne Brown and son, David Wayne, will leave
soon for France where he will teach for one year at the Army
Dependents School there. The Browns reside in Lansing, Mich.,
but are now visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.0. Bondurant of
Murray.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER. a TIMES FILE
Pvt. Lynn C. Wilkerson of Murray Route Four is serving with
the First Cavalry Division in Korea.
Gingles Wallis has been appointed to the Murray Electric
Board. He succeeds Make Overbey.
Dr. Robert Hahs was the winner in the fishing contest for the
first six months of this year held at Daytona Beach, Fla. He
caught a red mapper while he and his wife were on vacation there
in April.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Kelley attended the 27th annual poultry
short course held at the University of Kentucky,Lexington.

co

THE NEW LEFT

Internal upheaval laid
to deep-seated problems
Last of three articles
By JAMES CARY
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — The once
smug facade of American society has been torn apart by a
bitterly unpopular war, an unprecedented wave of bombings,
and the advent of a New Left
guerrilla underground.
Two "Old Left" Communist
splinter groups — The Trotskyite Socialist Workers Party
and the Maoist Progressive Labor Party — have gained an
impressive foothold on campuses of American universities.
Members of Congress have
openly indorsed massive antiwar marches in Washington,
organized and financed by the
Trotskyite Communist SW?,
although in no way indorsing its
ultimate revolutionary goals.
such
years ago
Ten
phenomena would have been,
impossible to conceive.
Today they are symbolic of
the intense tides of change that
are sweeping over the nation.
Yet, to date there are no adequate explanations.
What has caused the upheaval?
There is some reason to believe the war itself, no matter
how divisive, may have been
only a trigger that set offeocial
dynamite that had been forming for some time and is now
— exploding with such shattering
effect.
Certainly it is not the first
time the United States has been
divided over a war. There were
deep divisions over the Revolutionary War, over the War of
1812, the Civil War, and perhaps more doubt about the U.S.
intervention in Korea in 1950
than is popularly realized.
Yet on none of those occasions was there a level of internal upheaval comparable to
what is happening today.

Some psychological studies
have indicated, too, that there
may be more fundamental
causes behind today's troubles.
Professors John L. Horn and
Their right band is full d brItes—Psalm
Paul D. Knott of the University
Barbarians have sold their(for a hand fun of beads. We
of Denver's department of psychology have cited research
always are cheated when we acèept bribes.
that associates political acat
• * 44 44 is at 4 4 4 at At 44 to
tivism among college students
Relax
today with increased U.S. dein Air Conditioned * pendence on machine tech4*
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* dividual and family mobility,
2:101, 3:47, 6:311, 7: till * with urbanization, meaning
congestion in cities, and with
the vast increases in the num▪ See Academy
ber of students attending collegeAward Winner
They have also found that activists represent perhaps no
more than 15 per cent of campus youth, aad are definitely in
the minority.
starring in-Other researchers have reCol or *
ported finding deep psyDOt BLE FEATURr—
II
•,
ititiVtidCi`.1" r:Eff.
chological problems in some of
Iodic 1:31/ & 9:1S
the extremist student leaders,
TIIISFILRIWILL
yet others have found that for
,A Y011,TESI
the most part student activisits
••
reSSed have a relatively high degree of
'e
self-respect, of self-sufficiency,
* intellectual orientation and
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MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
Director
National Institute
of Mental Health

EM

The Murray Board of Education has made the
decision that there will be double sessions in the city
school system for the coming school year, giving as
the mason that the carpenter's strike has caused a
delay in tbr construction of the new high school.
Undler the prrtgram. high school students will go to
school from 6:50 until 12:30 and the "middle" school
students will attend from 12:15 until about 6:30.
Double sessions work a hardship on the entire
postulation of the city and we look forward to it_ with
misgivingsHigh School students will have the entire afternoon with nothing to do and middle school
students will be in the home or "out of pocket" all
morning long.
This will work a hardship on parents over the
entire city.
We wonder why double sessions are neces-sary at
all. Why not operate the scItools as they were last
year. Certainly there are only a few more students in
the system than there were last year.
Unless the decision to have double sessions is a
vital matter we see no reason to work this great
hardship on the parents of school age children. The
plan to initiate the middle school could be delayed
until the new high school is completed.
Admittedly the school board has had to make
plans based on the completion and undoubtedly they
would be disappointed not to put these plans into
effect with the beginning of the new school year.
However we feel that the hardship which will be
forced upon the parents and the children themselves, is not worth the effort to begin this new
system at the beginning of school. It could be
delayed a semester or as long as necessary to keep a
normal school schedule.
We certainly can appreciate the predicament that
the School Board has been placed in with the carpenter's strike causing a major change in plans, and
the double session is one solution.
• We think a better solution, however, is to delay the
middle school concept until such time that it can be
initiated with no hardship on parents and childrer
alike.
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concern for others — au symbolic of mental health.
One fundamental change in
the United States that has
created many social problems
is urban congestion, and, as
Horn and Knott have reported,
it may have played a part in
helping to shape today's
political activism.
There has been a vast movement of blacks out of the South
into northern cities since the
mechanical cotton picker came
into use in the late 1920s and
early 1930s.
The conversion of America
from a rural into an urban society, partly because of machine agriculture and partly
because of industrialization
that opened up city jobs, lets
added to this urban buildup.
Rapid population growth has
also played a part.
Studies of animals under
crowded conditions have revealed a rapid breakdown in
previous forms of behavior and
a buildup in new forms of antisocial activity. Could this happen to people also?
Another line of thought can
be opened along other basic,
biological lines.
Man was born with an instinct for combat. Over the
years this was partly directed
into his fishing and hunting activities. Later work became a
substitute for combat: the tahk
at hand was the adversary, it
had to be conquered. It absorbed all available energy.
Certainly the drive of many
wealthy businessmen to gain
even more riches is fueled by
something more basic than
economic need, or even the
need for power.
Could today's students, who
have been called the world's
first affluent-generation, and
who for the most part have
never known serious economic
need, have subconsciously
chosen political activism as a
new sublimated form of combat?
If they have been deprived of
the need for economic struggle
by today's affluence,could they
have had a psychological need
to find a substitute enemy — in
this case the formerly smug,
self-satisfied American society
— against which to hurl their
energies?
Then too there are the many
symptoms and symbols of
withdrawal so clearly evident
among some setments of today's youth - the communes,
drugs, even styles of dress
The costumes assumed by
the more far-out elements all
seem to evoke an effort to turn
back to an earlier and simpler
age - - Indian-style headbands;the affectation of bare feet and
filth; floppy mountaineer-style
hats; grandpa moustaches;
long hair.
Even the music of today's
youth evokes an earlier period,
with its strong content of hillbilly, mountain, folk style, and
when such music groups assemWe for.a picture there is

Some nursing home residents
have a feeling of worthlessness.
They feel a loss of personal
dignity when they are not as
independent as they once were.
When nothing is done to
counteract this, residents tend
to become discouraged and disinterested. Or else they may demand attention, complain constantly, or quarrel with staff,
their families, and others.
Happily, there is much that
the staff of nursing homes and
the families and friends of residents can do to rebuild a mentally healthy sense of self respect and personal importance
and to lessen dependence.
Residents ought to have every
privilege that they are capable
of enjoying, such as short excursions around the grounds
and away from the home to
church or to shop.
When a place is provided for
choice personal belongings, interest and respect is likewise
conveyed, it is a demonstration
of recognition that each resident has things important to
him. A favorite chair, a clock,
a pillow, a Bible may have
special meaning to the patient.
Plants, pictures, and keepsakes
by the bedside are not only a
link with his past world but
also evidence that be is still an
individual with a right to personalize his surroundings.
Residents should be encouraged by all to write to family
and friends, who usually welcome letters no matter how
brief or faint or illegible. It
bolsters a person's morale to
think that others still believe
that he has something worth
communicating.
Nursing home residents, like
everyone else, enjoy feeling
well groomed. Staff of homes,
as well as family and friends
and volunteer workers, should
take every opportunity to help
them make the most of their
looks and clothes.
Shampoos, manicures, shaves
for men, hairdos for women,
and other grooming activities
are like tonics.
These are only a few of the
things that can be done to
maintain and promote self respect and personal dignity: and
many, many more things than
these will be done if all concerned adopt conscious goals
and activities to this end.
The main thing is keeping in
mind that nursing home residents must not lose their sense
of self respect—an important
ingredient of mental health for
all of us.

often the characteristic pose on
a hillside of broomstraw, windmill on the horizon in the
background, and the previously mentioned accouterments of western-mountainrural-style clothing.
While withdrawal would
seem to be the opposite of
political activism, it is nevertheless separation from dominant current mores and culture, it is rejection and alienation and helps form a vast,
sernpathetic pool into which
political activists can drop out
of sight.
The thousands of communes
that have sprung up in America, both urban and rural, harbor most of today's New Left
fugitives from the law. It isn't
necessary for commune members to be politicaiactivists for
them to play a role in today's
upheavals by being silent sup- SUNNY SCRATCH
HOVE, England (UPI i—Speeporters of those who do.
It has been suggested too that dy Gonzales, the favorite in a
the terrible storms of emotion caterpillar race this weekend,
that have been evoked by the has been done in by nature.
war have created a form of Overnight, the hairy red and
hysteria that has caused abnor- blue spotted speedy, turned into
a chrysalis.
mal behavior.
The theory is that once the "It's disastrous," said his
emotion has run its course, owner, Chris Hudson, 16 "He
once the war recedes as an is- got a touch of the
sue, much that is taking place
in America today will begin to RENT-A-WIT
be seen as the wierd and some- LONDON (UPI)—Banquet ortimes almost psychotic be- ganizers will soon be able to
havior it is.
use an emergency "dial a
Then, perhaps, and only per- toastmaster"service provided
haps, the old pragmatic U.S. by the Guild of Professional
tradition of problem-solving Toastmasters.
can begin to operate more efThe guild announced Tuesday
fectively.
callers will be able to get in
touch by radio telephone with a
toastmaster waiting in full
The Almanac
By United Press International evening dress in a car to
Today is Thursday, Aug. 5, answer last-minute calls to
functions in the London area.
the 217th day of 1971.
The moon is between its first
quarter and, full phase.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Leo.
French novelist * Guy de
IViaupassant was born Aug. 5
1850.
On this day in history:
In 1881 the U.S. government
imposed the firsyncome tax.
All incomes over $800 were
taxed 3 per cent.
In 1917 the entire National
fluard was drafted into the U.S.
Army.
In 1962 actress Marilyn
Nonroe died of an overdose of
iarbiturates.
In 1003 the United States,
Britain and Russia signed a
.reaty outlawing nuclear tests AERIE REPORT—Helicopter
pilot James 0. Vogan, 43,
fl the earth's atmosphere, in
testifying under immunity,
Inace or underseas.
tells the Senate„EnvironAppropriations
menta I
Spanish
for
today:
A thought
Subcommittee
in Washingnovelist Miguel de Cervantes
piloted more
said, “Great persons are aide, ton that he
than 20 hunters on flights
to do great kindnesses."
over 13 ranches in Wyoming and Colorado to kill
lxiiihirrail is the northern- bald and golden eagles
rail
mug milropolis in the world. More than 500 of the
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Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
There is welcome news in fashion this summer for
next winter, hot pants being what they are with
lower hemlines than the miniskirt. Therefore, some
of the white thigh that gets goose fleshy and marbled
with the blue of cold will be covered to warm up last
year's icy backsides.
"They sewed fig leaves together
and make themselves breeches."
—The Geneva Bible, 1560.
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Bob Gibson Wins 200th
Career Game Wednesday

)11LE
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By FRED McMANE
UPI Sports Writer
Bob Gibson reached another
milestone in his illustrious
career Wednesday night, and he
treated it with his usual
indifference.
Gibson, who has tended to
play down his accomplishments
throughout his career, won his
200th major league game when
he pitched the St. Louis
Cardinals to a 7-2 victory over
the San Francisco Giants. But,
although it made him only the
second pitcher in St. Louis
history to achieve 200 victories,
the 35-year-old Gibson was
unawed by his accomplishment.
Gibson, who won his first
major league game on July 30,
1959, joined Jim Bunning of
Philadelphia and Juan Marichal
of San Francisco as the only
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Allen Pulls Off
Two More Trades

active major league pitchers to give the Waves' a triumph
with 200 or more victories. He over Philadtflphia. Mike Mcamount his salary ',odd be Cut,
also is the only Cardinal pitcher Queen started the rally with a
Patriots' camp, established signed with the New Orleans
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Petrocelli, Bos 70; Murcer, NY
Montreal at Cincinnati,
finals 6-4.
31 to make debt and interest
68; B. Robinson, Bait 67.
In the semifinals on Friday, San Fran at St. Louis,
payments.
Pitching
Carrico beat out Beale 8-7, and San Diego at Houston, I.t
He told the league he was
National League: Jenkins,
Pritchett defeated Dexter 7-5.
trying to maintain the franchise
American League
Chi 17-9; Ellis, Pitt 15-5;
Trophies were presented to the
in Washington and would be
East
Carlton, St.L 15-6; Downing, LA
league winner Dexter with a 12-0
willing to sell full or part
W.
Dierker,
L.
GB
Pct.
12-4;
SF
13-7; Johnson,
record and tournament winner
rship to other interests
66 39 .629 ... o
Baltimore
Hou 12-6; Stoneman, Mont 12-9;
Carrico. This tournament ended
61 46 .574 5/
Boston
2 who w d keep the club there,
1
Pappas, Chi 12-10.
the Murray Men's softball
one had offered to
58 50 .537 9/
Detroit
2 but that
1
American League: Blue, Oak
season. Next year the park hopes New
. He said that
55 56 .495 14 buy into the g
York
19-4; Lolich, Det 17-8; Dobson, to
have a larger league including
44 63 .411 23 he would sell to terests who
Washington
Bait 154; Siebert, Bos 14-6;
some of the surrounding towns
as a
43 67 .391 251
Cleveland
2 would move the ( 1
/
five tied with 13.
and a new softball field, a
last resort.
West
spokesman said.
W. L. Pct. GB
ATHLETE'S FOOT
Acers Win League Title
69 39 .639 ...
Oakland
HOW TO TREAT ITIn
the
women's
league
the
Apply quick-drying T-4-L. Feel It
54 52 .509 14
Kansas City
take bold to chock itch. herniae in Acers defeated Carrico 6-2 to win
53 59 .473 18
California
MINUTES. Ia 3 to 5 dee*, infected
skin sloughs off. Watch HEALTHY the league title with a 10-2 record.
51 58 .468 181
Chicago
2
/
skin replace It! If not delighted IN
will
The finals of the tournament
ONE HOUR. your 98C back at •nv
AKRON, Ohio fill31
49 59 .454 20
Minnesota
dreg counter.
NOW at
which started earlier this week
Ken
before
a
be
while
46
62
Milwaukee
.426
23
HOLLAND DRUG CO
will be played tonight at 7 p.m.
Harrelson's golf winnings apWednesday's Results
proach his baseball income, but
New York 7 Cleve 3, night
Harrelson was as happy as he
K.C. 2 Minn 0, 1st, twilight
could be after winning $210 in
K.C. 3 Minn 0, 2nd, night
Bait 5 Bost 4, 1st, 10 innings tils debut as a pro golfer.
"This was my first tourBost at Halt 2nd, ppd., rain
nament, and I had some
Detroit 2 Washington 1, night
apprehensions when it started,
Chicago 10 California 3, night
Oakland 6 Mllyeaukee 5, night but it got a little easier as it
went along and I think the next
Today's Probable Pitchers
Milwaukee (Lockwood 7-7 or one will be even easier," he
Salton 7-3) at Oakland (Hunter said.
The "Hawk" ihot rounds of
13-10), night.
76-73-72
for a five-over-par 721
Chicago (Wood
12-8) at
California (Wright 10-10), night. total to tie for 22nd place in the
Minnesota (Hall 4-5) at Little American Golf Classic, a
Kansas City • fDal Canton 8-5), preliminary to the American
Golf Classic which began today.
night
Cleveland (Colbert 2-2) at Dean Refram of Boca Raton,
Washington (Shellenback 3-8), Fla., defeated Ross Randall of
Alameda, Calif., on the first
night.
Baltimore (Cuellar 13-4) at hole of sudden death to win the
New York (Kline 8-10), night. $4,000 top prize in the Little
Detroit (Niekro 3-4) at Boston American after they had tied at
two-under-par 214 for 54 holes.
(Culp 13-8), night.
Harrelson, who quit the
Friday's Games
Cleveland Indians June 21 after
Chicago at Oakland, night
seven years in the major
Minnesota at California, night
Milwaukee at Kan City, night leagues-he was hitting .199 at
Cleveland at Washington, night the time-thought he played
Baltimore at New York. night well enough to win the satellite
event but putting killed him.
Detroit at Boston, night
"I just missed so many putts,
it was ridiculous," he said. "I
DAVIS DROPS OUT
believe this is the worst I've
PITTSBURGH (UPI)-Mick- putted in my whole life, since I
ey Davis, the player who led took up the game."
the Duquesne University- bas- From
here,. Harrelson
ketball team to a berth in the planned to return'to Savannah
NCAA tournament last season, Country Club in Savannah, Ga.,
Wednesday announced he is to work on his game- effpecially
dropping out of school and his short game-before trying
would turn professional if the to earn a PGA tournarent
right offer came along
players card in the fall

Major League
Leaders

Brew
eases
mining News
Vier ; Soorts
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Immediately

will be held

August 6th & 7th

•

•
•

for

PAPER
ROUTE
APPLY AT

THE LEDGER & TIMES
•

Shop Downtown and the Shopping Centers, where Bargains
will be piled high on the sidewalks. Everything will go at
Wholesale or Below!!

Dress Any Way You Please .. Stay All Day
DON'T MISS IT!!

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

TWO FUN FILLED DAYS!!
Friday and Saturday
August 6th & 7th

PM;!
KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY,

• GE FOUR
IPA
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Miss Laura Anne Todd Becomes Bride Of
Jerry Wayne Price In Lovely Ceremony
At The Murray Woman's Club House

ganZy
t
COMaC7
c4219
e C
l
Thursday, August 5

THURSDAY—AUGUST 5, 1971

Stork Shower Held
At Jones Home For
Mrs. Billington

Miss Peggy Forres
Complimented With
Mr. and Mrs. Danny E. Work
rian, 415 South Ilth Street, Lovely Tea-Shower
FBIRTHSj

1

sdurray,are the parents of a baby
Peggy Forres, August 21st
Mrs. Dan Billington was girl, Shelly Renae, weighing Miss
of Jimmy Johnson,
complimented with a stork eight pounds born on Saturday, bride-elect
honoree at a delightfully
was
the
July
31,
at
10:05 a.m. at the
shower on Saturday, July 10, at
tea-shower held on
the home of Mrs. Clifton E. Murray-Calloway County planned
Saturday, July 31, at the
Hospital.
Jones.
Educational Building of the Hazel
The hostesses for the special
They have one son, Darryl, age
Church.
event were Mrs. William Gerald three. The father is self em- Baptist
The gracious hostesses for the
Paschall
and
Mrs.
ployed.
of
Clifton
E.
Young
Women
Baptist
The
event were Mrs.
Grandparents are Mrs. Preston prenuptial
the Memorial Baptist Church will Jones.
Mrs. Bob Cook, Mrs.
Key,
Calvin
meet at the home of Mrs. Judy For the event the honoree chose Orr and Mr. and Mrs. George J. B. Dover:, Mrs. Cyrus Miller,
Koch, 1652 Ryan, at 7:30 p.m. to wear a yellow knit dress. She Lamb, all of Murray, and L. D Mrs. Gene Orr Miller, Mrs
was presented with a corsage of Workman of Chicago, Ill.
Provine, Mrs. Hoyt Mc.
Great grandparents are Mr Deroy
Women of the Moose will yellow roses. Miss Jennifer
The
Clure, and the Young Women's
By Abigail Van Buren
and
Mrs.
Mason
Wilson,
H.
M
Billington,
daughter
of
Mrs.
Ameiliary.
hold their regular meeting at
eight p.m. at the ledge hall. Of- Billington, wore a white dress Workman, and Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Miss Debbie Miller, Miss Sissy
'WEAK
AND
signed
DEAR ABBY: I read the letter
ficers need not wear formals at trimmed with yellow lace. She Herndon, all of Murray, and Mr Bramlett, and Mrs. Carolyn
TEMPTED" from the man who was hooked on prostitutes.
and
Mrs.
was
Tilmon
Lamb
of
Hzel
presented
with
a
corsage
of
this meeting.
Outland presided at the register
He claimed he was happily married and his wife lacked
yellow rose buds.
and showed the guests the
table
nothing in that department.
Friday, August 6
Games were played with Mrs.
displayed. Mrs. Calvin Key
"Happiness Company", a Edwin Vance and Mrs. Judy
Twin girLs were born to Mr. anc gifts
I agree with you, he needs a head doctor, but I have a
presented a medley of musical
better solution that could solve his problem and save his
musical group from Alton, Ill., Parker being the recipients of the Mrs. Jack B. Johnson of 130f
for the event.
selections
life,
marriage. If he gets pleasure out of paying for his sex
will present a religious musical prizes. The door prize was won by Sycamore Street, Murray, or
the occasion the honoree
Saturday, July 31, at the Murray. For
tell him to hand his wife the usual fee. She will be happy and
at Jonathan Creek Baptist Miss Anita Redden.
chose to wear from her trousseau
he will be satisfied. Some people don't place any value on
Assembly at 7:30 p.m. The public Mrs. Billington opened her Calloway County Hospital.
knit dress. Members of
Judith Ann, weighing six a peach
something unless they pay for it.
many lovely gifts including a
Is invited.
line were the brideBIRMINGHAM, ALA. READER
/
2 ounces, was born at the receiving
portable bassinette-travel bed, a pounds 71
elect's mother, Mrs. William
County
8:55
a.m.
and
Jennifer
Lynn,
Murray-Calloway
gift
from
the
hostesses.
The
gifts
The
DEAR READER: That might solve HIS problem, but
Anthony Forres,the bride-elect's
Senior Citizens Club will have its were placed on a table in the den weighing four pounds seven grandmother, Mrs.
what If his wife prefers to maintain her amateur standings
Lowell King,
ounces, arrived at seven a.m.
regular meeting and potluck for the guests to view.
and the groom-elect's grandthe
The
new
father
is
an
assistant
social
hall
of
the
in
Refreshments
of
yellow
punch,
luncheon
Johnson. All
DEAR ABBY: Why are you so fair in everything else,
sociology mother, Mrs. Nellie
First United Methodist Church at cakes decorated with yellow baby professor in the
corsages
of white
were
presented
but when it comes to the subject of OBESITY, you are
shoes, and yellow mints were department at Murray State
noon.
carnations by the hostesses.
completely without mercy!
served from the beautifully University.
A mother wrote she was -heartsick" because her
An ice cream party for the No appointed table which was Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. The beautifully appointed table
21-year-old son brought his 20-year-old fiancee home, and she
Providence Community and overlaid with a yellow and white Jack Johnson of Benton and Mr. was overlaid with a blue cleth
was fat!
members of the New Providence cloth. The table was centered and Mrs. Harvey A. Manske of under white net. Centering the
table was an arrangement of
Why didn't you tell that mother to encourage her son to
Riding Club will be held at 7:3111 with a yellow and white teddy Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
white roses, gladioli, and mums,
Persons
stick with pride by the girl he loved, no matter what, even if
club.
riding
pm, at the
bear and an arrangement of
she had one eye in the middle of her head? Instead, you
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Ward of a gift to the bride-elect from
having freezers are asked tc yellow lilies.
recommended the mother get her son aside and instruct him
bring a freezer of ice cream and The house was decorated Hazel Route One announce the Mrs.Iva Brandon. White burning
is tell the girl she should do something about her weight
others to bring cookies and cakes throughout with roses which birth of a baby girl, Kimberly tapers flanked the arrangement.
while she was still young
came from the garden of Mrs. Gay, weighing seven pounds Crystal and silver appointments
Saturday, August 7
If I were that young man, I would be more concerned
Jones. Mrs. Lochie Cathcart and eight ounces, born on Saturday, were used to serve the punch,
(Tubbs Studio photo) The cleaning of the Ed Downs Miss Anita Redden served the July 31, at 5:58 a.m. at the individual cakes, nuts and mints
about my mamma's set of values than my girl's bulk.
Approximately one hundred
Cemetery near Rushing Creek refreshments.
Murray-Calloway County
DISAPPOINTED IN YOU
Mr. and Mrs. lerry.Wayne Price
persons called or sent gifts.
carnpground in the Land Between Those
attending
were
DEAR DISAPPOINTED: Aw, come at, sow. No one can
will be held on Mesdames Jimmy Billington, The new father is employed at
The wedding vows of Miss amen were Jim Price arid J the Lakes
help being bora with osie eye in the middle of his head, but a
Garvice Paschall, Edwin Vance, he Ryan Milk Company.
daughter
of
Anne
Todd,
Laura
Price, brothers of the groom,
girl who is so fat she can hardly fit iMo the largest chair in
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Todd of Ben Barrett, brother-in-law of the SaturdaYS". day
'August 8 Spring J. W. Redden, Othel Paschall,
the room, and tbea eats as If there's no tomorrow has a
Sinking
Hafford Cooper, James Grooms, Mrs. Ovie Ward of Hazel and
Jerry
Route
Four,
and
Murray
;room,all from Big Sandy,Tenn.
problem. And somame who loves her should eaconrage her
Doyle Humphreys, Lowell Lawrence Rushing of Murray.
Wayne Price,son of Mr. and Mrs. Joey Todd, brother of the bride MPtistembersCherochf
Ilgto
to seise it.
'participate in a drive to collect Cooper, Elisha Taylor, Carlis
Elmore Price of Big Sandy, ;wired as ringbearer.
th school supplies for Children's Kelso, Dewey Cooper, Robert
i her
Tenn., were solemnized on
MrsughiTedei,s
er chose to wear for
DEAR ABBY: This is for the heartsick mother whose
Home. Please bring them to the Lassiter, John Hutson, Hub Laura Elizabeth is the name Another delightful courtesy
Friday, July 30, in a lovely laughter's wedding floor
son brought home a fat fiancee. Some men prefer fat
ceremony at the Murray /ellow gown designed sleeveless chtwch by today for Rev. Ralph Erwin, Jimmy Foutch, June chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Hughie extended to Miss Linda Lou
women. To them fat is beautiful.
take back with him. Carter, Genova Lassiter, Lochie G. Lawson, 702 Goodman , Brownfield, August 7th brideWoman's Club House.
sith v-neck and high empire McConnell to
Mamma should leave her son alone. Some of the happiest
Cathcart. Judy Parker and son Murray, for their baby girl, elect of William Hogan Bryan,
Rev. Sonny Graham, pastor of waist with a band of white lace
marriages I know are those of thin men and fat, jolly wives.
Tuesday, August 10
Master Chuclry Parker, and the weighing seven pounds 914 was the Coke party held on
the Tabernacle Baptist Church, nth yellow ribbon
it. She The members and friends of
Heartsick mother should rejoice Her son is getting at least
ounces, born on Sunday, August Friday, July 30, at the home of
hostesses.
Lewisburg, officiated at the wore yellow peau through
de
soie
shoes
th
twice as much woman!
CECILE
e Murray-Calloway County
Also attending were Misses 1, at 6:09 p.m at the Murray- Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley on Olive
double ring ceremony read at Ind-gloves and her corsage was
asSenior Citizens Club will make a Anita Redden, Debbie Cooper, Calloway County Hospital.
Boulevard.
seven o'clock in the evening.
white orchid,
DEAR ABBY: Why didn't you tell "HEARTSICK MOM"
bus trip to Nashville, Tenn. F'or Vickie Humphreys, Carol The new father is an assistant Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley, Mrs.
the
read
before
The vows were
The
groom's
mother
wore
jrtmervations
August
4 call Cooper, Beth Humphreys, Keiska professor in the history.depart- George Oakley, and Mrs. Keith
to mind her own business when her son brought home a fat
by
improvised altar in front of the deep yellow floor length go
girl and introduced her as his fiancee?
Hinton were. the gracious
stone fireplace on the main floor with yalknv matching lace trim Bryan Tolley, Mrs. Birdie Lassiter, and Jennifer Billington. ment at Murray State Univ
That's the trouble with everybody today. All they care
hostesses for the occasion.
of the club house. The mantel was and matching accessories. A Parker, Mrs. Ruby Harrell, or Several other persons Wont gifts Mrs. Alice Lawson of
: about is what a person looks bite on the outside. So what if
sboro, Ga., and Mr. and Mrs. W. The honoree chose to wear for
who were unable to attend.
adorned with a floral centerpiece white oi'chid was her corsage. Mrs. Gussie Adams.
she didn't have a nice shape, maybe she's a wonderful person
L Saffels of Tallahassee, Fla., the prenuptial event a floor
of carnations, daisies, and
Mrs. Alice Todd of Murray
with a good heart. Besides, fat girls make the best wives.
are the grandparents. Mrs. Mary length multi-colored dress. Her
gladioli centered with a large grandmother of the bride, anc The meeting of the Baptist
Sinking
the
of
They are usually the best cooks, and they know they can't
Women
Young
}liner
of Swainsboro, Ga., is a mother, Mrs. Ray Brownfield,
candle
with
candles
in
white
Mrs. Price of Big Sandy, Tenn
get by on their looks so they try harder.
great grandmother.
wore a light pink crepe dress.
brass holders on each side. grandmother of the groom, wor( Spring Baptist Church has been
Both were presented hostesses'
FAT AND MARRIED
Baskets of the same flowers were two piece royal blue dresses with postponed until August 17.
carnations.
placed on the tall white columns corsages of white carnations.
Mrs. Duane Adams,the former Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gooch of gift corsages of white
What's your problem? You'll feel better If yea get It off
Murray Route Four are the Miss Brownfield was presented
side
of
the
mantel
in
each
Jo
Beth
Benton,
was
honored
Reception
your chest Write to ABBY. Box 110700, Les Angeles. Cal.
to use
lanked by the burning tapers in Following the ceremony th(
prior to her recent wedding with parents of a baby girl, Gina with an antique gold table
ISSOO. For a personal reply
elides, stamped. addressed
her
Michelle,
weighing
eight
pounds
piece
in
accessory
as
an
the spiral candelabra.
a coffee held at the lovely home of
bride's parents were hosts for the
envelope.
hostesses.
Mrs.
Bobbie
Garrison, reception the downstairs floor
Mrs. Ben Grogan on Magnolia thirteen ounces, born on Monday, home as a gift from the
August 2, at 4:35 p.m. at the Refreshments of Cokes,
irganist, presented a program of of the club house.
Drive.
Fee Abby's new booklet, -what zeea-Agers Want to
Murray-Calloway County assorted sandwiches, and cookies
iuptial
music
including The bride's table was draped in
The
gracious
hostesses for the
Know," send it to Abby, Box MOO. Los Angeles. cal. MOM.
Hospital.
were served from the beautifully
'Somewhere My Love","Theme white satin caught up at the ends
prenuptial event were Mrs.
They have one son, Mitchell, appointed table overlaid with a
From Love Story", "Time For with nosegays of pink, yellow,
Grogan,
Mrs.
Leon
Smith,
Mrs.
Rogers
Moor 713-1517 or 711-4517
/
2. Another son, Michael, white cloth and centered with an
Mrs.J. B.&irksome . • •
Us", and "Whither Thou Goest", and blue flowers and ribbon. An Mr. and Mrs. James F.
Tommy Ernstberger, and Mrs. age 41
died September 8, 1970, at the age arrangement of garden flowers.
lie played softly "The Hawaiian arrangement of beautiful flowers held open house at their home in Bobby Johnson.
Covington on Thursday, July 29,
of two. The father is employed at Silver appointments were used.
Nedding Song" during the was flanked by the tapers in
the from seven to ten o'clock in the The honoree wore for the oc- the General Tire and Rubber
Fifteen persons were present
!:eremony and as the couple knelt silver candelabra.
casion
an
orchid
polka
dot
dress.
for the party held from three to
at the kneeling bench for the White, yellow, and green evening to introduce their future She was presented with a wed- Company, Mayfield.
daughter-in-law, Miss Pamela
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. five o'clock in the afternoon.
:losing prayer.
ding gift of an electric fry pan by
flowers topped the three tiered
Taylor Gooch of Murray Route
Kaye Garland, bride-elect of Leo
Bride's Dress
wedding cake served along with F. Rogers, to their friends and the hostesses.
Four and Mr. and Mrs. LaMaurr
Given in marriage by her the yellow punch from silver
Refreshments of coffee, sandBritt of Murray Route Seven
neighbors.
father, the bride wore a beautiful punch bowl, coffee from
the Mrs. Rogers greeted the guests wiches, and cookies were served Great grandparents are Mr. anc
wedding gown of white bridal
silver coffee service, mints, and at the front door and introduced from the beautifully appointed Mrs. Claude Cunningham of
satin designed with a high nuts. Mrs. Michael Todd,
Mrs. them to Miss Garland and her table overlaid with a white cloth Murray Route Four and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Verble Taylor
Mrs. Jerry Wayne Price was
neckline and full skirt covered Clifton Campbell, and
and
centered
with
an
Miss
honored prior to her wedding
Ethel Keel of Hazel Route One. have returned home after a
mother, Mrs. Eurie Garland of arrangement of daisies.
with white peau de soie. The Vickie Bolen served the
punch, Murray.
with a personal shower held on
month's motor trip to MinMiss Olivia Cook, bride-elect of bodice was covered with white coffee, and cake.
Fifteen
persons
were
present
Theaday, July 20, at the home of
occasion Miss Garland
neapolis, Minn., and Roswell,
Charles Clark Jr., was honored lace as was the upper part of the Miss Susan McCann kept the For the
occasion.
for
the
Miss Susan McCann. Mrs. Price
red, and white dress
navy,
New Mexico. They visited their
wore
a
long
sleeves
with
the
lower
part
Saturday, July 31, with a shower
guest register at the table
is the former Laura Anne Todd.
Mrs. Garland
daughters and families, Mr. and
brunch at the home of Dr. and being puffy with tight fitting cuffs overlaid with a white cloth and with red sandals.
The charming hostesses for the
Mrs. T. 0. Taylor and children,
was attired in an aqua dress with
held together with tiny self centered with a yellow
Mrs. Donald E. Jones.
candle in a white accessories and Mrs.
occasion were Miss McCann,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Yearry .Handy, Susan, and Mike of
The bride-elect wore an at- covered buttons. Her long flowing white wrought iron holder.
Miss Vickie Bolen, and Miss
Mrs.
a turquoise linen
and children, Keith and Dwain, of Minneapolis, and Mr. and
tractive red, white, and blue train was attached to the dress at the couple left later for an Rogers wore
Sherry Mitchell.
Jack Speegle of Roswell.
dress.
of
his
guests
are
the
Ill.,
Chicago,
peasant style dress from her the waist.
unannounced
wedding trip. The
For the event the honoree chose
The guests were invited to the
Her shoulder length veil of bride had chosen for
mother, Mrs. L. L. Yearry of
trousseau. She was presented
traveling a dining room where Mrs.
to wear a blue and white short
attached
illusion
was
to
a
crown
with a corsage of white car.
Murray
STOP ITCHING
white
knit
dress
with
red,
white,
suit. She opened her many lovely
Margaret Smith and daughter,
nations. Other honored guest! of seed pearls. She wore a silver and blue trim.
WITH ITCH-ME-NOT!
Sandra Futrell, bride-elect of
punch,
gifts.
fruit
served
Christy,
were Mrs. S. F. Cook, mother of diamond pendant, gift of the Mrs. Price will be a senior at
IN 15 MINUTES
honored
Joseph,
was
Roger
Rev.
cookies,
Refreshments of cake, punch,
and
cakes
itch is gone, or your 590 back.
the bride; Mrs. Charlei Clark Sr. groom. The bride carried a Calloway County High School. assorted
a spring The
with
Apply quick-drying ITCH-ME-NOT to
mints, and nuts were served to
from the dining with a miscellaneous shower at accented
nuts
and
mints,
cascade
bouquet
of
white
roses
itching; kill. germs to •poed
deaden
mother of the groom; and Miss
Mr. Price is a graduate of Grove
arrangement of flowers.
!waling. Fine lor eczema, insect bites.
the ten persons present by the
room table overlaid with an the Temple Hill -Church, which
other surface, maws. TOGloria Cook, sister of the bride- baby's breath, and ivy.
itch.
loot
Fligh
of
The
guest
list
consisted
School,
Paris, Tenn., and is heirloom cloth made by Mrs. Roger is now serving.
hostesses.
DAY ot Holland Drug Co.
Mrs. Nancy Barrett of Big !low employed by the
elect and maid of honor to be.
Murray Roger' mother, Mrs. Rhinebault.
the special occasion Miss forty-five ladies.
For
The color scheme of bright pink Sandy,Tenn.,sister of the groom, Electric System.sfihe couple is
summer Futrell chose to wear a beige
Arrangements of
and green was carried out by was the matron of honor. The •esiding at Riviera Courts,
garden dress trimmed in yellow with a
Rogers'
the
from
flowers
Weekdays 5-9
decorations throughout the bridesmaids were Miss Kathy Murray.
points brown over coat. She was
vantage
were used at
house.
An
attractive Todd, sister of the bride, Mists
Rehearsal Dinner
bright
Sat. 12-6
corsage
of
a
presented
a
house.
arrangement of pink zinnias and Renita Latimer, cousin of the Mr. and Mrs. Elmore Price, throughout the
mums with yellow
40$
yellow
&
Elm
Street
Miss
house
open
the
After
greenery graced the head table bride, and Miss Margie Barnett. parents of the groom, were hosts
Garland and her fiance enjoyed streamers.
The attendants all wore floor for the rehearsal
—
wfilen was covered with a white
dinner held on opening the many gifts received
Mrs. Dardenella Durham
length dresses of green crepe Thursday, July 29,
Daniel McKeel and his linen cloth.
Thursday
at seven
with
Friday
guests
•
entertained
the
Saturday
from the forty-six guests who
fashioned with high empire o'clock in the
financee, Miss Ann Pennington,
The guests were served a
evening at the
games in the basement. All game
called.
19'
were the honored guests at a colorful fruit plate by Miss Jana waists and low cut necklines. The Murray Woman's Club
Silvers
prizes were presented to Miss
House.
Patio party held at the home of Jones, Miss Sally Matarano,and long sleeves were of pale green The bridal couple
29'
Silver Veils
presented
Futrell.
Mrs. Betty Hatis on South Eighth Miss Debbie McMillen. The peau de soie. Green velvet bands gifts to their attendants.
25'
Gifts were opened from a table
Marbles
Street.
were at the empire waistline with The tables were
guests later assembled in the
covered with
yellow
and
white.
in
decorated
Plus
Others
Mrs. Hahs and Mrs. Vernon
floor length streamers and they white cloths and
living room where the honoree
centered with Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Wilkins The traditional wedding bride
Stubblefield, Jr., were the
wore matching green velvet bowi lovely arrangements of
opened her lovely gifts. There
Mr. and Mrs. Richard was placed in the center with two
yellow
and
hostesses for the occasion held on were thirty-one guests at this in their hair.
carnations and daisies and Knight, all of Murray, recently yellow burins candles on each
They each carried a Ions greenery. Place cards
Saturday, July 24, at seven
event.
in the attended the tenth year class side.
prenuptial
*
white mum wrapped ir wedding motif were
o'clock in the evening
Buy One at Reg. Price, Get One For ...
Hostesses for the event were stemmed
„marked for reunion of the 1961 graduating
The hostesses, Mrs. Billie
A buffet dinner was served on Mrs Donald Jones, Mrs. Alvis green satin ribbon wilt the twenty-two persons
class of Mayfield High School Galloway, Mrs. Dardenella
present.
home
the
of
*
A BARGAIN IN ALL 48 TANKS *
streamers.
the beautiful patio
held at the First Baptist Church, Durhain, Miss Teresa Durham,
Jones, Miss Donna Jones, and
Miss Frances Graham of
Fifteen persons were present for Miss Debbie Jones.
Mayfield, and the Cabana Club, and Mrs. Larry Roberts
10% OFF on all FROZEN FISH FOODS
Lewisburg was the flower girl.
the informal party.
Paducah.
presented Miss Futrell with a
Her dress was like that of the
Miss Pennington and Mr
/
1
2 OFF on NEW AQUARIUMS
—
piece of luggage.
and other attendants and she carried
McKeel will be married on The wedding of Miss Cook
have under-eye CIFyou
If
Refreshments
of
buttered
on
solemnized
MUCH, MUCH MORE!!
will
be
a basket filled with white rose
Saturday, August 7, at seven Mr (-lark
try using one of the white mints, mixed nuts, and pineapple
in the petals.
o'clock
Mrs.
James
Fox
of
two
September
4
at
Dexter
has
First
COMING
the
at
evening
applying
o'clock in the
I. creams Mailable,
punch was served to the many
Baptist The groom chose his father to been dismissed from the Western
United Methodist Church. afternoon at the First
It, twath the eyes before foun- guests The punch bowl Was
Murray
of
Baptist
Church
Hospital,
Paducah.
serve as his tog. man. Groom,
Murray.
dation goes on.

eat

The ten and eleven year old
group at the First Baptist Church
will have a Cartoon party at the
Youth Center from two to four
p.m.Each person is to be dressed
In their favorite cartoon or
newspaper comic character.

ooked hubby should
pay wife for her'services'

Linda Brownfield
Honored At Event
At Oakley Home
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Coffee Held For
Mrs. Duane Adams

Open House Is Held
At Rogers Home
For Miss Garland

I

W
ootaeor
4
,

Personal Shower
Held, Bride-elect

Miss Olivia Cook
Honoree At Coffee
At The Jones Home

tatamaA

Sandra Futrell Is
Honored At Shower
Held, Temple Hill

Patio Party Held
At The Hahs Home
For Bridal Couple

iNitsgrgiatk\

The FISH NET

— SUPER SPECIALS

ANGELS:

in4400a4,,,

BETTAS
SWORDS

s1.50

Peiutioalk

Complete Line of Pet Supplies

we
),

III
Ill
III
III
Ill

III
Ill
III
III
III
Ill
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Be Sure!

-/
10

Forres, August 21st
Jimmy Johnson,
ee at a delightfully
-shower held on
uly 31, at the
uilding of the Hazel
h.
s hostesses for the
vent were Mrs
rs. Bob Cook, Mrs.
Krs. Cyrus Miller,
Drr Miller, Mrs
e, Mrs. Hoyt Mt
e Young Women

and check our
Specials
during the

III
III

III

III
III
II

Buy Both

II

II

UNSCENTED & REGULAR

Compare

Large
/ Selection

at

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
AUGUST 6th & 7th

Quality

s 1.29

Money Back

kAR1119
FATRA

II
Ii

NO

GUARANTEE

II

COI
PE

II
II
/I

II
II
II
II

-11 EXTRA DRY.
_JILZ anti-perspirant sprays

II

II
;.-.•=
III

SayRite's
Low Price

3 Ozs.
FREE

ightful courtesy
Miss Linda LOU
must 7th bridem Hogan Bryan,
I party held on
at the home of
Oakley on Olive

tic

1.29
Value
III

SAVE
Every
Day at
SAV-RITE I

III

awnsarric
kjus oenms
nu,it.i.torg
!
coNvstc
_

III
III

r+eg*
Ono:

tinmoth cow'_......•—
"matent Sore I"'
CAM. ON
frAteeieno.

SAV-RITE
PRICED

'

AT

III
III
k et

flPT.191-

•er

HI

Famly
Size

III

Why Pay
More?

III

1.09 Value

III
III
III

Reg. 994

Say-Rite's
Low Price

2.00 Value

lica,-Settier
A

rs. Verble Taylor
I home after a
or trip to Minn., and Roswell,
They visited their
families, Mr. and
ylor and children,
• and Mike of
and Mr. and Mrs.
of Roswell.

SayRite's
Low
Price

DISCOUNT
COSMETICS

NG
I-ME-NOT!
TES

le, or your 69c back
,in ITCH-ME-NOT to
kills germ• to speed
r ecotone, Insect bites.
• surface rashes. Toad Drug Co.

Emeraude Flacon Mist

Neekdays 5-9
Sat 12-6

VALUE
$3.50

COMPARE &
SAVE!
30
DAYTIMES

$1"

Intimate Boutique Spray $500$2u

,S
19'
29'
25'
tilers

Heaven Sent Spray

$4 50 $288

Model K20

$4.00 $288

Compare
at '1995

s4.00 $288

81.50

For ..
'ANKS *
FOODS
I MS

et Supplies

Honest.
New
Unscented
Aqua Net leaves
no smell at all.
So it can't interfere
with
costly
your
perfume. Holds
hair softly but
firmly even in
dampest
weather. To a
lot
of
girls,
Net
Aqua
makes
even
more
sense
without
the
scent.

Aqua Net
introduces
the loveliest
scent a
hairspray
can have.

PLUS

III

Bel-Air
Shopping
Center
9-9 Mon- Sat
1-6 Sundays
Phone:
753-8304

Sidewalk
Sale!

DISCOUNT DUG CENTERS

III

iwnfield
At Event
Home

L Oakley, Mrs.
, and Mrs. Keith
thit gracious
le occasion.
those to wear for
I met a floor
aored dress. Her
Ray Brownfield,
pink crepe dress.
minted hoetesses'
white carnations.
lipid was presented
e gold table to use
x7 piece in her
h•om the hostesses.
its of Cokes,
aches,and cookies
om the beautifully
▪ overlaid with a
i centered with an
g garden flowers.
meets were used.
ions were present
held from three to
the afternoon.

N11

=•==:=

gy Forres
anted With
a-Shower

Miller, Miss Sissy
id Mrs. Carolyn
led at the register
Ned the guests the
I. Mrs. Calvin Key
nedley of musical
the event.
asion the honoree
from her trousseau
iress. Members of
inc were the brider, Mrs. William
s,the bride-elect's
Mrs. Lowell King,
om-elect's grandNellie Johnson. All
corsages of white
the hostesses.
By appointed table
with a blue clpth
let. Centering the
arrangement of
ladioli, and mums,
bride-elect from
don. White burning
the arrangement
lver appointments
serve the punch
es, nuts and mints
ely one hundred
I or sent gifts.

TiMES

Pay Only

WHY PAY MORE?

LOW
PRICE
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schools
are
a
few
in
motion
now,
and
many
are
situation
in
which
we make it easy for
universal
child
care
year. There
very heart of individual needs of children. I regret that some of holing lively and creative summer sessions. In terms of a families to neglect children.
these offerings will be curtailed as judgments are applied to fourria% week week, it may have effect on the schools. More and
drastic budgetary constraints.
Q. To conclude, many parents are turned off about what is
mote, --chools will grow away from fixed hours, fixed schedules,
happening in the schools, and I suspect one of the reasons is they
Q. What about looking at the financial crisis from the
fear a breakaway from tradition, too much experimentation. Is
viewpoint of the teacher. Is there still a teacher shortage? Will
re be more education at earlier age levels?
the
years
there too much change in the schools?
there be full teacher employment this year?
there
think
will.
Ideas emerginf in Congress as well as in
* A. I
A. We are often charged with not having enough experimenA. There is not a teacher shortage. We are producing this year this office will point to the desirability of child development
tation
and change in the schools. Some parents have always been
kindergarten.
If
we
are
going
into
child
to
care
prior
centers,
this
schools
require
or
can
than
our
teachers
many thousands more
probably bring an increased should be viewed as something quite different from mere uneasy about experimentation in the schools. I know of no
will
teachers
surplus
of
afford.
The
Sidney
WASHINGTON (UPI) — U.S. Education Commissioner
vitality and productivity to the teaching profession. Super- custodial accommodation for children. There should be learning school where experimentation is so drastic as to threaten the
P. MarLand Jr. foresees more money crises in the nation's intendents and principals will be able for the first time in many opportunities. I would add that I am not enthusiastic about a effectiveness of the teaching. An experimental environment is
something in which the child IS stimulated to learn.
financially troubled schools this fall, "disaster level curtailment" ',ears to be quite selective in the numbers and quality of teachers
of essential school services and costinuing studeat y Silence in the they engage. This is good.
high schools.
Q. Of course, financial crises aren't the only kind facing the
He told l'Pl many students are bored with school and "this is
schools this fall, particularly at the high school level with racial
something we must confront" at the federal levet
violence. Do you expect to see
Mariand's candid observatioss about the firs:t full school year unrest and increasing student
year?
this
that
of
more
as
made
in
were
education
he faces as I. .S. commissioser of
A. Of course I'm an optimist. In terms of tensions between
interview with UPI Staff Writer Craig A. Palmer. Harland joined
continue to go through a period of
the Nixon administration cabinet Iasi December, replacing James races, we are going toadjustment may carry with it some
F.. Allen Jr. Following. in quesiioa and answer form, are adjustment, and this
outbreaks of hostility and indeed some outbreaks of extremely
arlants remarks,
irregular student behavior. We have got to pass through this
simply stop and say that because
Q. Is there going to be any letup in the school financial crisis period in our history. We cannot
there are irregularities and hostility and tension that we give up
this school veer'
part
A. No, 1 &A that we are gill in for some difficult years, the whole idea of searching for a true way of life in which all
Craig. so long as the local school systems, particularly the big city of this land can live and work together. The work the Office of
school systems where the financial problems are so very grave, Education is advancing in terms of bringing about reality in
rontinue to rest heavily on the eroding property tax. This in my integration, the hoped-for legislation on this subject, all point to a
tadgment is working against the amelioration of our financial future in which there will be racial integration in our schools.
Drug problem
rook-ass
Q. Of course, along with racial unrest there is the problem of
Q. Are we going to see schools dosing early, children going to
school for half-day sessions, more.eatra-curriculat activities being drugs in the schools. What responsibility has the Office of
Education for increasing drug education and what is it doing?
A. We have launched a substancial number of drug abuse
We will continue to see that, Tram afraid. And I think it is a
, iret"
4r°
dreadful condition which we are having to live through while we programs so the states could launch training programs for
realign priorities among levels of government, federal, state and faculties and specialists who will work with children, particularly
local. Unfortunately, the ways in which our system of gov- in prevention. Many young people themselves are engaged in the
ernment works, we have to come up to the brink before we derive contracts and programs we are supporting. We do know that some
creative, new solutions. As classes grow larger, as programs are things don't work. The teacher scolding or authority wagging its
cut, as essential services are reduced or eliminated, we lose ground finger at young peeple is not the way to solve this. We know that
young people responsibly engaged in learning about this grave
that education has fought to gain over the past 25 years.
Q. Realignment of priorities and coining to the brink really problem are their own best teachers. We are trying to build on
doesn't talk about what happens to the children caught in these that theory. Apart from that, the issue is more fundamental than
crises- Wliat about the child going through school now, what does mere therapy or corrective teaching. It has to do with the ways
our young people are thinking, the values they hold. I have to
this An to him a decade from now 20 vearalroin now?
agree with some of them who describe to me the ttinditions of
4
A. The chid I what this is all about. That's why we have an boredom they now encounter in their lives.
Office of Education. I would add that we are going to solve these
schools?
their
in
Q.
And
issues. The American people place far too high a value on
A. And in their schools. This is something we must confront.
education to allow it to founder. There will be rough edges, as we Some of our programs speak to this issue. So long as a young
For ladies.
Roll sleeve, permanent press.
stated. As for the child, there moat be a regularised system of person is in school and unerigaged and unimpressed with what the
education for every child in this country from early childhood at schools have to offer, we as teachers have fallen short orliat we
Several styles and sizes.
least to kindergarten on up through opportunities for those who are expected to be...Schools should be very impataTht, very
higher
of
years
four
acquire
to
are qualified and interested
joyful in the lives of young people.
education. The modest enlargement of class size is not going to
Q. Are you suggesting that in spite of all these catalog of
criticalls damage very many children.
horrors we have talked about that schools might face, that
Gives figures
probably one of the more disastrous is this malaise of boredom
Q. What figures are you talking about for class size?
many students find in their srhools9
by
community
the
31
and
to
from
28
'goes
size
A. If the dam
A. Boredom is the students' word for it. I'm not accepting
cities
it
some
stabilization,
—
in
budget
so doing is able to derive
at face value. I hold that a young person who is bored ought
that
that
mbre
—
or
could be saving two or three million dollars
he is bored, I have to ask
proportion of handicap in slightly enlarging cLiarsize is not to get hold of himself...When he says it.
him what he has done about correcting
necessarily going to be a disaster.
Q. One of the reasons he says he is bored is because he has no
Q. Is that one of the rough edges you are talking about that
First
to take part in the decision-making process. Will
opportunity
we will see this faB?
that
to
make
decisions
opportunities
increasing
have
gifted
students
the
programs
for
eliminate
• 2 Mixing Bowls • 12 Mixing
A. Yes. However, when you
Quality
and the handicapped, when you eliminate kindergarten and affect their school lives?
alleges,
in
It's
happening
at
now,
Craig.
happening
. A. This is
Speeds • Use as Portable or
physical education...
high schools and certainly in the Office of Education at the
Q. Do you see that happening?
On
Stand • Avocado
A. Yes, these are some of the possibilities of what I call federal level.
disaster level curtailment that are very serious to children, Experimental schools
Q. Commissioner Marland, let's talk for a moment about,,
especially those children whom those specialized programs are
lot about;
intended to serve. They are the things that tend to go first. They experimental schools. For instance, we hear an awful
we will see any
are the so-called extras in the eyes of some — things that can be the four-day work week. Is there a chance
four-day school weeks? What is the chance we will Ste any
done withoit,such as kindergarten.
year-round schools this year?
extras?
really
they
Q. Are
ONLY
A. I think there will be more y ear-round schools emerging this
A. In my judgement, they are far frdm extras. They are at the
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Official view:

'Difficult years'
seen for schools

9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat

Hwy. 641 N.

1-6 p.m. Sunday

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
* AUGUST 6-7 *
LADIES BLOUSES
CASUAL SHOES

Reg.
'1.99

Reg.
11.99

921

7;

* FRIDAY SPECIAL *

GE MIXER

Regular '29.47
3

Hospital Report

NOTICE
Beginning Monday,
August 9, 1971

The Palace Drive-In
will be OPEN for business
at 9:30 a.m. each day
and
will CLOSE for business
at 3:30 a.m. each day

Your Business Is Always
Appreciated at .. .

THE PALACE
DRIVE-IN
At 5 Points
Murray, Kentucky

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Lawson (Mrs. Anita
Carol Lawson), 702 Goodman
Murray.
' DISMISSALS
Mozelle Phillips, 600 N. 9th
Murray, Robert Dean Kirks, fit
2, Hazel, David Marlin Balentine
Rt. 3, Murray, Lester Hidred
Paschall, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Ethelen Ahart, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Jerry Dale Maynard, 316 S. 15th,
Murray, Elmer Franklin Collins,
Rt. 4 Box 362, Murray, Mrs.
Norma Dene Darnell, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Brenda Joyce Dowst
and Baby Girl, 605 Broad St.,
Murray, Mrs. Patricia Rose
Cherry and Baby Girl, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Ora Lee Jackson,
417N.Cherry, Murray, Mrs. Altie
Austin Sams,709 Vine St., Fulton,
Mrs. Ada Rose Patterson, Box
153, Hazel, Miss Mary Hontal
McCuiston, 316 N. 16th, Murray
Jess Sexton, Rt. 6, Murray, Baby
Boy Shelton.
JEWEL THEFT
NAPLES, Italy (UPI) —
Thieves stole $640,000 worth of
jewels, silver and furs from the
wife of shipping magnate
Achille Lauro while the couple
was on vacation. Police entry
was gained by cutting a hole in
the bathroom wall. The thieves
hauled away two safes.
One maker of hair cosmetics
estimates that more than 50
million women in the United
States are "almost" hair color
Wen. The reason they won't
take to the coloring bottle is
fear. To win over tbese holdouts, the manufacturer has introduced a "beginner's hair.
color" designed to erase fear of
getting the wrong shade, ruining towels or clothing, of damaging hair, and fear they just
won't he able to apply it. Thc
new product comes in 10 "human being" tones from ash
blonds through natural black.
V ermont prov ides
one-fourth of all thc
produced in the United State.

II
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CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER
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August 1, 1971
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PROPANE
TORCH
Instant lighting, burns
in any positionl long life.

These are only
a few of the
hundreds of
Fantastic
Bargains you'll
find at ROSES
old fashioned

MADRID
GLASS SET
10-13-oz. glasses in either
smoke, gold or avocado.
Distinctive design.

Reg. 99'

SIDEWALK
SALE!
* SATURDAY SPECIAL *
First
QualIty

SAVE
at
ROSES

Model 311
DOUBLE BARREL

SAVAGE 12 GAUGE SHOTGUN
• Matted Rib
6
• Double Triggers
ONLY
& Extractors
• Two Fast Shots
• Two Different Chokes

Regular '96

$72

OVAL- BRAIDED RUGS
51
/
2'x81
/
2' Reversible 35% Nylon 35% Rayon, 30% Miscellaneous Fiber.

$44
8 Only

ALL SPRING AND SUMMER
* Children's Wear
* Ladies Wear
* Men and Boys Wear

REDUCED TO CLEAR
Everything Must Go!!
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HIGHWAY SAFETY
tW=
By ARTHUR GODFREY
National Chairman of The Highway Safety Foundation

Many Kentuckians Are Turning To Water Skiing

-174115

FRANKFORT, Ky.— three skiers, With more - Stop the motor or throw it in must have a ski belt or approved
Recreation-minded Kentuckians passengers in the boat.
neutral before taking a skier safety device.
and their visitors are turning Good ski boats need not be fast. aboard.
+ No person shall operate any
O MATTER how well automobiles are engineered more and more to a sport begun For beginners, 18 m.p.h. is the + Make sure the skier is motorboat, or manipulate any
and built they do not last forever. Certain parts or by French Alpine troops around suggested safe speed. More wearing a buoyant belt, jacket or water skis, surfboard or similar
advanced skiers prefer around 27 other proper lifesaving device. If device in a reckless or negligent
components, such as brakes, tires, lights, mufflers, 1930.
windshield wiper blades and shock absorbers wear out, At that time, the Alpine m.p.h., but only experts with he falls, approach him from the manner,so as to endanger the life
shodd downwind side.
or property of others.
need readjustment or must be replaced periodically. group—long masters of con- experienced boat drivers
ventional snow skiing—started go above that speed.
+ Use a boarding ladder. Be Before a boat driver tows a
Likewise, a thorough vehicle safety the sport known today as water
Ski boats should be equipped careful not to swamp the boat. skier, he should understand a set
check requires the skill and equipment
skiing.
with a fire extinguisher, life + Don't attempt to operate the of hand sisigaLs, since there is no
of a competent mechanic.
The sport first appeared in the jackets or cushions for each boat while sitting on the gunwale. other to communicate once the
Your car should be checked by a United States in Florida; the first passenger, a boat ring ladder, a Stay in the seat whenever the skier is in the water. The most
qualified mechanic at least twice a year. tournament was at New York's rear view mirror, lights, an extra boat is moving.
important signal is the skier's
.a40
6
.
If your state does not have a semian- Jones Beach in 1939.
9tt.tt
supply of gas, a speedometer or + Watch the water ahead of hands clasped over his head, used
ED S1 k1.........
II
U
•
nual vehicle inspection program, go to Today the American Water Ski tachometer and a first-aid kit. you at all times. Avoid looking when the skier has fallen to in*********
your own dealer or garage. Odds are Assn. sanctions tournaments, The ski-tow hitch should be back to check on the skier. dicate he's all right.
that a thorough inspection will lead to promotes water safety and sturdy and wellconstructed. Tow Depend on the other person in the Choose the location for water SPACE COMMEMORATIVE—Robert T. McCall of Parain Housminor adjustments or corrections charters local clubs, including ropes should all be the same boat to keep you informed about skiing carefully, with regard to dise Valley, Ariz., displays at the Space Center
natural conditions and existing ton an enlargement of the new 8-cent stamp he dewhich, in the long run, will save you those at Louisville, Somerset, length and should be checked for the skier's progress.
wonk snots before each day's +
Run the ski-tow boat safety regulations. Fishing areas signed to salute a decade of U.S. achievement in space.
more money in future repair bills than Shelbyville and Frankfort.
approximately
varying
With
13,000
ropes
of
Tow
skiing.
parallel
to the shore and come in usually are not suitable for skiing With him is Houston Postmaster George Poitevant. This
Arthur Godfrey the cost of the inspection itself. More miles of streams and rivers and lengths are hazardous because if slowly when you are landing a because they are often shallow, is a replica of the stamp Apollo 15 astronaut David
important, the inspection may discover
Scott cancelled ml the Moon.
some 650 square miles of lake one skier falls, the other skier is skier.
with reeds or rocks—not to
something which could have caused an
area, including a whole new in danger of tripping on the free
Kentucky State Police Rep mention fishermen, fish lines and
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
accident at a later date.
system of big man-made lakes, rope.
The Kentucky Department of hooks.
19.00-21.25, Cutter 17.00-19.00,
Traffic accident investigation research has revealed the popularity of water skiing is
Public Safety has also for- Choose the clamest part of the
Rules for Safe Skiing
Canner 15.50-17.00.
that worn tires and poorly maintained brake systems rapidly increasing throughout the Here are some ski-towing roles mulated state regulations to water checking the bottom before
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
ate by far the most frequent vehicle factors related to commonwealth.
American
can
ensure safe skiing, including the you begin. A rocky bottom
recommended by the
to Good over 1000 lbs. 25.25-38.25.
aecident causation.
j Popular ski spots are: Ken Water Ski Assn.:
following:
lead to cuts and injuries if the Federal State Market News SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
When is a tire worn out? For years you've been told lucky Lake, Rough Rivet + Have two persons in the ski- + No skiing from period skier falls. Check for stumps in Service
VEALERS: Mixed Good and
that a tire should he replaced when the tread is worn to IReservoir, Herrington Lake, tow boat; one to watch the skier beginning one hour after sunset man-made bodies of water.
Tuesday, August 3, Murray, Choice 180-240 lbs. vealers
38.00the point where only 1/16 Inch of tread depth remains. Lake Bumberland, Dewey Lake and one to drive the boat.
and ending one hour before dawn. Anyone who loves the ex- Kentucky.
38.75 Choice 240-350 lbs. Calves
+
No person should citement of speed and the Murray Livestock Market: 38.00-38.75 mixed
however, recent research we've conducted shows that Lake Barkley, Dale Hollow Lake + Be courteous to others
Good and
the risk of traffic accident involvement goes up long (Green River and Barren River Avoid running near fishermen, manipulate waterskis, a surf- combination of sun, fun and Livestock weighed on arrival.
Choice 32.00-38.00.
/Reservoir.
skier.
bathing beaches, boat an- board( or similar device)from or water is a potential water
Cattle this week 180
before the tire is worn to this point. In fact when a tire
FEEDER STEERS: Choice
within 100 feet from regular boat No special athletic ability is Calves this week 14
is worn beyond the point where 2/16 inch of tread depth The fun and excitement of chorages or buoyed channels.
300-400 lbs. 37.75-40.50, 400-500 lbs.
the
safetylasts
longest
for
skiing
ski—tots
from
water
solid
obharbors
or
necessary
to
LAST
WEEK:
away
from
docks,
moorage
COMPARED
TO
+
Stay
remains, the odds are that the owner will incur more
35.00-37.75,500-700 lbs. 33.00-35.00.
jects such as piers, floats and swimming areas, or within 2000 five or six years of age to those in Slaughter cows and bulls steady, FEEDER HEIFERS:
cost from accident involvement than he will save by conscious skier. 1.
Choice
proper combination of boat other boats.
feet of a dam or lock.
their sixties can enjoy the sport, Slaughter Calves and vealers not 30040011m. 30.00-32.90,
postponing the purchase of a new tire. So replace your andThemotor
500-700 lbs.
is important to suc- + Pick up a fallen skierat + All persons towed on skis or especially if regulations are tested last week, feeders .50-1.00
28.00-30.00.
tires when they are worn beyond that point.
cessful water skiing.
a surfboard or similar device followed to ensure water safety. hiiher.
once.
As for your brakes, unless a mechanic removes the An average ski boat is about 14
wheels as part of his vehicle inspection, he has not made Feet long with a 25 to 40 horThe Carriage House ... 114 North Third St ... Phone 443-6257-58 .. . Paducah, K
a thorough check for brake shoe adjustment, worn sepower motor—the minimum
brake linings or for leaks in the wheel cylinders. You combination to pull one skier,
nay not understand how these parts work, but all good with a driver and observer in the
mechanics do. Make sure he checks thoroughly.
boat.
Between formal vehicle inspections, have your brake A 15th 17 foot boat with a 50 to
fluid checked when yau buy gas. This can be done at the 10 horsepower motor will pull
same time your oil level is checked. It doesn't take long,
bet it can significantly reduce your risk of sePidents If
brake fluid must be added, realise that this is a symptom of a leak somewhere in your brake system. A leak
in the system can lead to a total and unexpected loss of
brakes which often leads to loss of life or limb.
If your car pulls to the side when you brake, check it
as soon as possible. Some drivers'think they can compensate a pull to the right by steering a bit to the left.
Talk to anyone lucky enough to survive an emergency
The Reidland Riding Club has
and see whether he remembered. By postponing a proscheduled its second W.K.H.A.
fessional adjustment you'll probably lose more money approved show of the season for
* unbalanced tires and brake system wear than the Saturday, August 7, beginning at
small coat of the adjustment. And it could cause a bad 6:00 p.m.
accident.
Fourteen classes will be shown
with cash prizes awarded in each
Off %wits
Navy
a target range by U.S.
event.
1-115NOLULUtetlitlkiiihau.
' gunships and planes.
The classes to be shown are as
and Kahoolawe, two of the
* *•
eight major Hawiian islands,
Cub grizzly bears are good follows: ponies 48"-56", ponies
are off limits to visitors.
climbers but when they reach 48" and under, halter class,
Niihau, which has a pop- maturity are unable to climb plantation saddle horse, western
pleasure, pole bending, western
ulation of about 200, is primost trees.
* * *
vately owned. Even Hawaii's
rack, country pleasure, speed
governor needs special permisColorado's Grand Mesa, near race, fox trot, English rack,
pon to visit it. Kahoolawe, Grand Junction, has more than barrel race, flag race, and calf
ivhich some Hawaiians call 200 lakes that are two miles roping.
‘Forbidden Island," is used as above sea level.
Entry fee is $2.00 except pony
classes which will be $1.00. Admission is $1.00 per car load.
Riders from any area or club
are invited to attend this show.
The Reidland Riding Club show
ground is located east of
Paducah, near Reidland and just
off Highway 68on Ky.284 and 131.
Plenty of food and drinks will be
available at the concession stand.
For further information concerning the show, phone 442-2464
or write Mrs. Louise Wells, 2701
Jackson Street, Paducah.
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ULTIMATE REJECTION
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UPI)—
"No dogs allowed. Ordinance
8204-29.

••MS

r-r-Ar:„C
'
-a1W1,

The sign wasn't unusual, but
the location was—outside the
Las Vegas animal shelter.
Poundmaster Ed Gaston, who
ordered the sign removed when
it was brought to the attention
of shelter officials after hanging for several days, blamed
"someone trying to be a cutie."
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A
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SALES
PRICE

PRICE

Come in today,Save up lo 20%

$8.49

98

Specially selected groupings for every room.

GALLON

It's the most exciting Ethan Allen sale of
American Traditional furniture in our history,
and 0 you haven't yet shopped, there's still
time to take achfantage of these marvelous
values. Come down, browse among the many
completely decorated room settings. You'll see
especial selection of bedrooms, dining rooms,

(100% ACRYLIC EXTERIOR)

•1-Coat Covers any color
•Whitest Outside Paint you can buy
•Formulated to "Breathe"
•Dries in minutes
•Clean up with soap&water

MURRAY SUPPLY CO.
208 E. Main St

Phone 753-3361

I

living rooms, dens, teen rooms, colo. TV's and
Oriental design rugs. If you have decorating
dilemitis. just talk to our Home Planners.
They'll show you hundreds of ideas on how
to have a more beautiful home. Sava today.
Don't forget to ask for your free 358 page
decorating idea book,the Ethan Allen Treasury.

See The Many Outstanding Buys Throughout Our Store
. . . During "Ethan Allen's" Summer Sale . .
UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS CO.
TWO CHINAS -7 Secretary
of State William P. Rogers
tells reporters in Washington that the U.S. will vote
for admittance of Communist China to the UN: but
will oppose "any action to
expel" Nationalist China

The Carriage House
Paducah, Ky.

Extra Special Savings we our
hand-decorated Cape Cod Rocker.
Perk up that chill corner
with this lovely New
England class, Beattie
comfortable saiici5,K1
seat and fowl,.
hand -stenciled
trait motif.

Sale
$3993
reg. $52.56

Ethan l/lene
AMeaICAN TRADITIONAL INTERIORS

PHONE 443-6257-58

Free Delivery . .. credit terms arranged,
114 North Third St. Paducah, Ky.
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SOVIET LIE TECHNIQUES

Biological warfare slur
based on forged letter
Editor's Note: This is the
third in a series of low articles
analyzing the Soviet Union's
campaign to discredit the West
and sov, confusion with
deception, fraud and forgeries.
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biologial warfare) weapons in
Asia. It recalled the spurious
Communist
charges
of Southeast Asia, the letter then
"biological warfare" during goes on to assure the addressee
that charges of negligence in
the Korean War, 1950-53.
After a major Soviet their handling and storage are
By ELEANOR B.
propaganda barrage aimed at irresponsible. While there have
RODGERSON,M. D.
the
Pentagon's
Copley News Service
alleged been a couple of accidents in
By L. EDGAR PRINA
preparations for conducting the United States, they should
Military Affairs Editor
germ warfare, the KGB be regarded as rrunor, it said,
Q. I have never been married
Copley News Service
decided to "prove" its case. Its the quick inoculation of nearby and I stopped menstruating
about a year ago. The last three
WASHINGTON - As the tool: the fraudulent document. populations with the proper
The Soviets got hold of a vaccines protected them.
months there has been some
Central Intelligence Agency's
(One can imagine an Asian spotting and bleeding, at
Richard M. Helms has so letterhead of the Department of
odd
colorfully pointed out, the the Navy's office of naval villager pondering the lack of times. Should I worry?
vaccines
village.)
his
in
research,
wrote
an
A.
inAny irregular bleeding is
Soviet secret police, in pressing
-Suffice it to point out that worrisome and should be
the Kremlin's campaign of lies criminating text and forged the
during
the last ten years only checked out. We like to know
and slander against the United name of Gordon D. Golcisteing
an insignificant number of from where the bleeding is
to it. Then copies of the phony
States, -frequently
use
cases of bubonic plague or coming and why. A Pap smear
seemingly independent media document were photostated
smallpox have occurred among is usually easy to make
to float fabrications which the and mailed to editors of varand
the personnel of the BW need not be uncomfortable.
Communist outlets then ious publications in India, inIf
cluding
laboratorie
Statesman
the
in Cals and storage the Pap smear is not conresurface in the guise of uncutta, and the Free Press
centers at the Dugway Proving clusive, it may be necessary
tainted proof."
to
Ground, Utah, and the Pine scrape out the uterus to provide
They do this because the Journal in Bombay.
Although
Bluff
many
Arsenal,
sophisticate
Ark.,"
d
the
letter
a definite diagnosis. One day in
media they own and control are
asserted reassuringly.
the hospital and a short
suspect in the West. So, free Americans would find the text
flawed
with
an
overdose of
"They were, moreover, im- anesthetic
world publications with no
are
usually
mediately localized, and the required.
evident connection with the trickery,it was designed to fool
inhabitants of the nearby towns
USSR or even with Communist- the population of an unwere protected from any
Q. I have been taking birth
front organizations are lined up derdeveloped area where a
willingness to believe ill of the
danger of infection through control pills for 2 years now. I
by the KGB.
United
States
is
not
unknown. It
inoculation with appropriate am 19 years old. I have no
"Then, through hidden fivaccines. We have had the trouble with them. Why do I
nancial subsidies and other succeeded. What's more, its
same positive experience in have to go back to my doctor
methods, the Soviets gain message was accepted as trues
connection with our special for a new prescription every six
sufficient irdluence to assure by a corresponaent I now news
depositories overseas."
the publication of false stories editor) of the London Sunday
months?
Blitz, in its March 9, 1968,
about Western conspiracies, Times, one Cal McCrystal!
A. Your doctor is concerned
edition, went promptly to work. about your welfare, whether
atrocities
and
military
According to the "letter,"
It even embellished the phony you realize it or not.
aggressions," Helms says.
The birth
Goldstein opened with the
letter with the additional control pills work through
The frauds are next replayed
the
statement that Red Chinese .tharge that the
United States pituitary in the brain to stop
by the Soviet bloc press and
agents were spreading rumors
las stored hydrogen bombs in ovulation in the
radio and sometimes - this is
ovaries and
"in your country" that -the
Southeast Asia. Its headline their action is best
the KGB hope - by respected
noted at
bubonic plague epidemic in
alared: "U.S.A. admits specific intervals.
non-Communist media.
Doctors feel
Vietnam and the occurrence of
aiological and nuclear war- the pills are not
"The articles planted in
as bad as the
epidemic diseases in other fare."
Paris by Genevieve Tabouis
"scare articles" would have
Asian countries" were conThe lead of the story did not one believe,
are good examples," Helms,
but they still think
nected with U.S. biological let the headline
down. It said: it wise to observe for effects
now director of CIA, told the
warfare.
"The Americans have of- that may be
Senate Internal Security
unrecognized by
-They the agents) do not ficially admitted in a letter the
subcommittee when he was a
mman.
hesitate
written
to
assert
by
that
the
the U.S. Departdirectorate chief in the agency.
We' occasionally see young
He described Madame biological weapons stored at ment of the Navy to some In- girls flounce into the office
with
special
bases of the U.S. Air dian newspaper editors that the
Tabouis, a veteran journalist,
answers to questions almost
Force
and
Navy
are U.S.A. has moved huge before they
as "markedly anti-American negligently protected,"
are asked. These
the quantities of biological warfare women
and pro-bloc." She had charged letter continued.
mistakenly resent
"They claim, weapons and mild (sic) ther- being
forced to have physical
that the CIA was supporting the in particular,that
the storing of monuclear devices into Vietexaminations and Pap smears
French generals in Algeria in biological weapons
by Special nam and Thailand."
before being allowed to refill
their plot to overthrow Gen. BW units near
the Thailand air
The Statesman and Free
Charles de Gaulle.
bases of the U.S. Air Force is Press Journal printed the birth control pills. The doctor
has at hand a great deal of
Another, more
recent carried out in a most in- phony
charges, too, but after knowledge
example of the KGB's disin- competent
behind
each
manner.
An the U.S. State Department
prescription he writes and he
formation activity involved epidemic
breaking out in issued a denial and produced
wants
to be sure there are no
Blitz, a weekly publication in Thailand as a result
of such evidence of a forgery, both, in
complications. You should be
Bainhfy, India, which makes carelessness might
- they effect, published retractions. happy
he asks to see you so
the anything but modest claim claim - spread like wildfire
often .
that it is "Asia's foremost into other densely
inhabited
Next: The special Soviet
newsmagazine."
Ostensibly countries of Asia that lack disinformati
on effort in the
independent, it is actually a adequate sanitation,
thus scientific field.
foothills Sunday. Two Italian
regular out-conduit for Russian •leading to the sacrifice
of
tourists were killed.
CABLE CARS COLLIDE
propaganda.
millions of innocent lives."
Two of the victims were in
ALAGNA VAISESIA, Italy
Blitz' "big lie" story was that
Having "admitted" that the UPI)-Two cable cars collided each car. Two other cable cars
the United States was engaged
in germ warfare in Southeast United States stockpiles BW and one of them plunted 1,000 were rocked violently by the
feet into a valley in the Al ine collision but did not fall.
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100% POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
60" Wide - Values '4.98 yd. to '6.98 yd.
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We Carry Only First Quality Fabrics, Notions and
Trimmings. Miles and Miles of the MOST COMPLETE
Trimming Department You Have Ever Seen!
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Present Level Of Imports Down Concord
Way
Are Harm To Local Goods

Selective Service Draft
Lottery Conducted Today

Worden Walks.

uoutinueo treat Page 11
"Houston, is there anything
else in the SIM (8cientifle
By Estelle Spiceland
instruments module) bay you
While it may be some time in independent firms feel that
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
men of an even chance of
want me to check before I go
August 1, 1971
the future before the impact of quotas on imports should be
Service System conSelective
military service -was
ground
asked
avoiding
Worden
in?"
back
opening the trade doors to Red lowered, and 28 percent say
ducted a lottery today to conducted in the small auditora
summer,
busy
a
after
think
I
control.
China becomes apparent, certain tariffs should be higher.
determine the order of inducium of the US. Commerce
Henize asked Worden for a
quiet, relaxing autumn will be
segments of the independent
for the nearly 2 million Department building in downtion
However, here again there are
the
of
description
general
welcome.
business
community
are strong regional differences. In
young men born in 1952 who face
looked
town Washington.
reporting a growing harm from New England, 40 percent feel Douglas Shoemaker had a module. "Everything
the possibility of being drafted
cover
the
at
sale
the
for
attend
to
excellent except
great crowd
the present level of imports.
next year.
import quotas should be lowered
On the sidewalk outside, a
spectrometer,"
This is showing up in the data and 43 percent feel there should Fort Heiman near the former on the mass
was few young antiwar demonstradrawn
number
first
The
referring to
from almost 60,000 respondents be higher tariffs. In the South Rainey T. Wells' cottage. His Worden reported,
30 and it was assigned to the tors -including one dressed in
analyzed
during the first half of this year to Atlantic states, 35 percent feel voice held out though, so that he an instrument that
first date drawn, June 20. That red, white and blue striped
moon
the continuous field survey of the quotas should be lowered and 39 was able to be lay speaker the gas particles around the
means healthy 19-year-olds born pants -conducted an "unselecAfter making a third trip to
National Federation of In- percent are in favor of higher next day at Mason's Chapel
on that date have a great tive service lottery" to demonthe
of
rear
ship,
the
inspect
Church.
dependent Business.
lildhood of being ordered for strate their distaste for the
tariffs. These figures reflect an
the spaceWhile this trend is by no means Increase ranging from 5 to 10 Many attended the Mt. Carmel Worden returned to
next year -if and draft.
induction
Bro. craft cabin at 11:59 am and
to landslide proportions, there percent in the first six months of revival last week where
when congress extends the
spoke.
Mayfield
from
Blair
hatch.
the
closed
are indications that import the year, reflecting a growing
draft law, which expired June
Floyd McClure's sons and
The three astronauts began
competition has become of regional sentiment.
30.
Thomas Bucy's sons, The "Bu their 10th day in space at 5:20
greater concern, yet in no section
Draft officials have estimated
Whether or not the independent Mac" Boys, have a quartet which
later
hour
an
and
EDT
a.m.
of the country, or in any business community will revert
that young men assigned a
these
in
attraction
added
were told by mission control in
vocational sector, has there as to its position of two decades ago is an
number above 150 or 160 can be
Houston their course was
yet developed a majority sen- Is quite speculative. The opening days of delinquency.
fairly confident of not being
Funeral services for Budl
Mt. Carmel Church is having almost dead center on the path
timent for higher tariffs, or lower of the American market to the
drafted.
McKenzie of Murray Route One
plans drawn for the addition of back to Earth and no correction
matchups
10
first
import quotas.
the
Among
Chinese may have some bearing Sunday School rooms and a
were held this morning at eleven
was necessary today.
The records of the NFD3 of 20 on any change of sentiment.
of numbers and dates, based on o'clock at the chapel of the Max
guidfantastic
Baptistry.
"That's
pretty
years ago show that at one time
that estimate, youths born on Churchill Funeral Home with
While the official position in Mrs. Beatrice Osbron Geurin
at least four ci( the dates
the independent business com- Washington appears to be that from Michigan was one of the ance isn't it," replied Scott.shot
Rev. Harold Lassiter officiating.
Worden, Scott and Irwin
munity was strongly dedicated to permitting China to sell in the
appear to be virtually certain
many visitors at the Mt. Carmel out
late
orbit
lunar
of
the idea of high tariffs, but this United States is of minor
to be called into military Pallbearers were Cleburne
revival.
-Wednesday to end the longest,
sentiment has dissipated over the significance due to that nation
service.
Adams, Virgil Garland, Arthur
talented
a
Dale,
Bro. John
costliest and most productive
number drawn Vinson, Raymond Matheny,
years.
second
The
having little to sell in this speaker, held the revival at the
lunar exploration ever conduct- CAR BOMBED, OWNER INJURED-Blair Ricketts, 32,
Currently, 11 percent of the country, with the doors now open
was 70 and it was matched up Orien McCuiston, and Bill
Blood River Church of Christ last ed. They and the 170 pounds of was injured critically when a bomb went off as he
respondents feel that imports are to trade there is a possibility of
with the date Sept. 2.
Warren. Burial was in the
started
his
car
(shown)
in
front
a
of
in
tavern
Niles,
week.
the moon they collected are
extend selective Murray Cemetery with the
helping their operations, and 14 the Chinese regime deciding to
to
bill
A
Ohio.
is
He
an
employe
a
of
vending
company. ---Bro. Terry Sills is revivalist at speeding toward a Pacific
percent say they are hurting, revamp its economy to go after
service for two more years arrangements by the Max
Poplar Springs this week.
Ocean splashdown Saturday
with the vast majority, 75 per- this business.
received final approval in the Churchill Funeral Home.
Around seventy-five persons afternoon. They are due back in
cent, saying they are having no
House Wednesday but is bogged
If so, throwing into the signed the register at the Herley
Houston late Sunday.
effect one way or the other. The American market the product of
down in the Senate in a dispute McKenzie, age 85, died
Chadwick fish fry at Panorama Forecasters predicted satisonly wide regional variance is in around 800 million people
over a watered-down amend- Tuesday at 7:45 p.m. at the
Shores Saturday evening.
factory weather conditions for
the New England states with 21 existing under what could be
ment expressing Congress' fee- Murray-Calloway County
Five years ago Mr. Chadwick, the landing, planned for 328
percent reporting imports are termed slave labor conditions
ing that the United States Hospital. He was a member of a
a heart patient, who had moved miles north of the Hawaiian
hurting.
should withdraw from Vietnam. Baptist Church and was born in
could have profound results.
from Between the Lakes back to island of Oahu.
Among independent retailers,
The lottery was conducted by Perry County, Ky., on December
From all reports received there his former homeland of
Scott and Irwin spent almost
18 percent say that imports are is a game of "musical chairs"
drawing
BY
two capsules from 14, 1885. His parents were Mr.
Calloway,had his first fish fry for three days exploring an apenhelping them and a like per- going on in Asia by American
two drums -one and Mrs. James McKenzie. He
of
each
COLONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
Poplar Spring church members nine valley and, for the first
centage say they are hurting companies who are having all, o
a date, the other and his wife, who survives, were
containing
at Guy Lovins' cottage. He time, turned up more answers
products
them.
their
of
part
a
containing
number. The date married August 9, 1910.
has
Ky.-There
FRANKFORT,
he
in
your
"If there is an error
promised God if he lived,
to moon mysteries than quesBut 22 percent of the rnanufacturered there. As the
was
capsule
opened first and
from
been occasional "feedback"
birthdate, please notify the local
would catch fish for a fish fry tions.
wholesalers and manufacturers labor rate goes up in Hong Kong,
the number was assigned to Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Service
Selective
some
bring
and
immediately
board
next year.
Necie McDougal McKenzie,
Worden circled the moon a
claim imports are hurting them. for example, operations are
that date.
From a small crowd of neigh- record
the registrants that the "Draft" proper verification of your birth- The drums were about the Murray Route One; two
days in
six
Nationally, 24 percent of the moved to Singapore where the
with
them
furnish
not
did
board
date from the Bureau of Vital
borhood people this fish fry command ship Endeavour,
daughters, Mrs. Leon (Mabel)
labor rate is lower.
their lottery number and as a Statistics in the state where you size of 25-gallon containers and Robinson of Lodi, California, and
became so popular that for the
To a large extent the situation past two years the event has been mapping the lunar surface with result they have been unable to were born."
made of clear
plexiglass.
Mrs. John (Robbie) Hutson of
will probably be determined if moved to the boat dock near Tal radiation sensors and two high plan for the future.
We cannot overemphasize the Paddle blades scrambled the Murray Route Seven; one son,
of
Retrieval
cameras.
powered
an
capsules
the political powers of China can Fannins' and Grayson McClures.
half
before
for
hour
issue
We do not wish to take
importance of these 70 words.
From The
find, without losing face, a A few dedicated men fry the two film cassettes from those with a statement of this type. The Random Sequence Number the first number was drawn Floyd McKenzie of Murray Route
One; three sisters including Mrs.
was
the
of
objective
cameras
permit
compromise that will
However, to strengthen the determines which man will be and then again after every 20 Virgie McDougal of Murray; ten
fish and the ladies bring the
were
capsules
pulled
out.
them to go after the Yankee trimmings. Mr. Chadwick gave today's spacewalk.
the
between
lag
communication
called for military service. If the
The dr;
dollar and still maintain their about 175 pounds of fish. Before The film was under insulation "draft" 'board and
-the third since grandchildren; six great grandthe date of birth is incorrect on the
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
children.
new
15's
concepts
Apollo
in
doctrinal
intransigent
registrant, a new procedure will letter, contact your local board the lottery was reinstituted
the big meal started Gene Russell covers
By United Press International
Module be put into effect after the Aug.5
Instrument
Scientific
1969,
1,
assure
Dec.
to
young
and provide the necessary
from Cherry Corner led the group
NEW YORK-President Nixof the lottery.
documentation to establish the
in singing "America" after which (SIM) bay in the part
on, on his daughter Tricia's
before As soon as the local board correct date of birth. Comjettison
will
they
rocket
Bro. Perkins, Poplar Spring
cooking after a dinner at
atmosphere.
re-entering Earth's
receives its official 1972 Random munication is a two-way street
pastor, asked the blessing.
Edward .and Tricia Coxes'
installed on the Selection Sequence by Month and and the local board is always
We believe Mr. Chadwick is the Handrails were
apartment
hatch to Day Chart, each registrant of the ready to cooperate with the
:such a spacecraft, from cabin
"She should Njori started a
YORK (UPI)-The only one
NEW
long time ago. I ate all the stock market opened lower in good will project for the joy of the camera compartment 18 local board born in the year 1952 registrant so that all registrants
feet away, to aid Worden's will be informed of his Random receive equal treatment.
things I'm not supposed to.
giving.
niodes ate trading today.
walk. A special foot restraint is Sequence Number. The letter In larger cities it is possible
Shortly after the opening, the Mrs. Carrie Bucy, a teacher at
Cosmetics-Bags-Gift Items
WASHINGTON-Sen. John C. Dow Jones industrial average Buchanan, had as her guests mounted in the open ba‘
each young man will receive will that registrants may not receive
Stennis, D.-Miss, chairman of showed a loss of 1.32 at 843.60. recently her mother and three The astronauts went to bed read as follows:
this particular letter as early as
and Many Other Items
the Senate Armed Service Declines outnumbered advan- sisters from Nashville. Three of about 10 p.m. EDT to rest for "The lottery to determine the those in a smaller community. If
Worden's spacewalk. Before Random Sequence Numbers for such is the case, we suggest that
Committee, commenting on the ces, 128 to 111, among the 368 the ladies are widows.
Reduced
Off 8 More
Dumber of troops needed in issues on the tape.
Otis Lovins' daughter's family, sleeping, they struggled to registrants born in the year 1952 after a reasonable period of time
Vietnam for the next several In the steels, Bethlehem and the Gannons, from Colorado retract the mapping camera, was accomplished on August 5, (45 days) has elapsed, you should
In addition to our specials we have 60
years:
2 and Springs, are vacationing with but were told to skip it until 1if71. Your Random Sequence contact your local board and
/
Armco fell ½ each to 211
new products for your selection!
"I believe a minimum of 18%, respectively. Jones & Wilma Gannons' relatives here morning after ground control- Number is -, based upon your request they officially inform you
100,000 troops to stay there for Laughlo also surrendered ½ to and with Gannon relatives in New lers decided the precious film bithdate--,. given at the of your Random Sequence
would not be damaged by the time of registration.
several years will be absolute 14, but; U.S. Steel added ½ to Jersey.
Number.
Mrs. Cornelia Kirks, after extremes of hot and cold the
necessary. And I do not think 28%.
If you have moved and have not
we ought to plan an less than
notified your local board of your
Among the autos, General weeks in San Francisco with her spacecraft experiences while
that."
new address, this should be done
son's family, came home by rotating slowly in space
Motors lost lb to 75%.
(Continued from Page 1)
promptly. Every Selective
Monsanto was unchanged at plane to Fort Worth, Texas, and "Houston is out for the
SPACE CENTER, Houston- 42% in the chemicals, but then drove alone to Calloway to evening," ground communictor Three and a 1967 Pontiac two Service registrant has the
Harper responsibility of keeping his local
Apollo ground communicator Union Carbide gained
107 No. 4th St. Ph. 753-6926
to visit the Clyde Spicelands and Robert Parker told the astro- door driven by Virginia
nauts as they prepared for bed. Houston of Winchester Apart- board informed of any change of
Robert Parker, to the three 43/
other relatives.
2.
1
A crowd attended the Betwer.n "Don't go too far out, ments, Murray.
Apollo 15 astronauts as they
address, physical conditon or
In the oil group, Atlantic
Police said the Adams car was other facotrs that might have a
prepared to begin their sleep Richfield dipped /
the Lakes reunion which is though," Scott replied.
2 to 621
1
2.
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and the bearing on his classification.
period:
Lockheed gained % to 111
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/
west on
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2 to the Acree reunion at Paris on you while you. sleep," Houston car was going
1
Main Street when the collision IOW -411111110Parker said.
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-41111111W -4111111104111111111low
2 in the airlines, but Landing Park.
/
231
But years bring too many The astronauts swung into occurred. Damage to the Ford
American gained /Ft to 27%.
changes for the crowd to remain lunar orbit last Thursday and was on the right front and to the
left- it just as smoothly Pontiac on the right front corner.
the same.
A minor collision occurred at
When there are no more to Wednesday, prompting Scott to
share the precious memories, the say, "you can't beat these 2:10 p.m. in driveways on Olive
Street between a car driven by
reunion will have lost its purpose. rocket engines for trveling."
Several cases have been
the way Herbert Mason Perry of 1302
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"Endeavour
hear
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that
disposed of in the Calloway
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23" Motorola Console Color TV
Motorola Console Stereos with Am/Fm
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Stereo Amplifier
Motorola Deluxe Changer
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Motorola Car Stereo Tape Player
Portable 8-Track Tape Player
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Portable TVs in Color and Black & White
.

Everything At Cost or Below!!
Remember.
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RELIGION: 1971

Clergy opposes trend
to camouflage death
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service

of transplantation, which has
stimulated considerable
concern about the definition of
death theologically as well as
medically.
Widespread adverse
publicity accorded the burial
industry and a concern by the
church that the funeral may be
disappearing as a religious
service have added to frank
discussions about death and its
attendant rituals.
Some clergymen are calling
for a return of the final rites
from the funeral parlor to the
church sanctuary. Others are
trying to formulate a theology
of death attuned to the times

NEW YORK — Funerals are
a subject of widespread
discussion, but few people are
willing to accept — or even talk
about — death as a fact of life.
This is the general conclusion
of a number of theologians and
parish ministers who are
becoming increasingly concerned about a growing
reluctance on the part of people
in general to come to grips with
the fact that someday they
must the.
Interest in the subject has
grown with the dawn of the era
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1 Spanish plural
article
4 18th President
9 Paddle
12 Lubricate
13 Music slow
14 Cry of goat
15 Pupil
17 Raises
19 Encounter
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settlement
21 Lasso
23 Soak thoroughly
27 Declares
29 Time or day
(poet)
30 Prefix not
31 Seed container
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42 Sit for portrait
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Wipe put
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openings

45 Toward shelter
46 Opening
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38 Part of church
40 Massive
41 Burdens
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49 Afternoon party
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WHAT KIND OF
FRIENDS YOU 60T
HERE,CHUCK?

and to find practical ways to
help the living accept not only
their eventual death but the
passing of others.
There is a growing antipathy
among clergymen toward what
they regard as unhealthy efforts to camouflage the reality
the
through
death
of
elimination of religious services, which are in many cases
being replaced with memorial
services or gatherings bordering on social occasions in
funeral parlors decked out like
flower shops.
Frank Minton, a member of
the department of religion and
philosophy at Muskingum
College in New Concord, Ohio,
was particularly strong in his
observations on "The Need for
a Theology of Death" in the
liberal Protestant weekly The
Christian Century.
"Death is the new obscenity," he declared. "There
was a time when people could
not talk openly about the
beginning of life but could
discuss its end freely. Now
etiquette permits conversation
about a person who has died,
but bans from polite conversation any emotional
mention of death."
Minton finds that theologians
tend to assume that people no
longer are particularly concerned about the possibility of
life after death. He also
theorizes that people are trying
to replace anxiety about
meaninglessness in life with
anxiety about death. But, he
added, "there are indications
that we have not overcome our
anxiety but merely repressed
it.•'
He cited as evidence the
practice in today's secular
society of camouflaging the
reality of death with services in
a funeral parlor where the
corpse "is cosmetically
restored to a 'natural' appearance."
Another factor he found was
a growing interest in psychic
phenomena, with many people
trying to communicate with the
dead.

The Rev. John R. W. Stott, REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
rector of All Souls Anglican
Church in London, finds it
tragic that few people seek the
meaning and purpose of life
and so many of those who do
•
make the effort fail to find an
adequate answer.
Writing in The Christian
Herald, he urged the formulation of death that would
enable people to meet it without
fear.
"Death
is
the
most
democratic of all institutions,"
he said. "It is no respecter of
persons. It is the one event
from which no human being
TF1E FARMERS DREAM PLACE. We have a 63 acre farm on paved road with new fireproof barn, new stock barn, 6
can escape. Yet, if few find the
acres hog fence, balance cattle fence. Some of the best !and in the County. The house is brick, has large family room with
meaning of life, even fewer
face the reality of death."
fire-place, 3 bedrooms, living room, kitchen, utility room, ceramic tile bath, carpeted throughout. Central heat and air.
Carport. Why not retire in luxurious living. Just watch those beef cattle grow. This is really a honey.
In a study of the attitudes of
the elderly toward death, the
Rev. James T. Mathieu found
that while most were without
WE HAVE 40 ACRES OF LAND JUST 2 miles from City
ON NORTH 18TH STREET WE HAVE A GOOD 3 bedroom
fear, anxiety or worry about it,
brick with 2 car garage, electric heat, air conditioning,
limits on paved road. It is some of the better land in county. If
they had never discussed the
you will look at the crop now on it you will agree. This land
utility, dishwasher, storm windbws and doors. Owner will
subject with their physicians or
has no house, only a good tobacco barn. Well fenced with
consider any reasonable bid.
clergymen.
large pond. $18,500.00.
Mathieu,
a
United
AT 1715 KEENLAND DRIVE WE HAVE A VERY NICE 3
Presbyterian minister, in a
IF YOU ARE NOT READY TO RETIRE, but want to really
bedroom brick with nice carpet in living room and dining
survey sponsored by the
farm, we have a 291 acre farm with brick house, new tobacco
area. Large extra nice bath, built-in air-conditioning, range,
Gerontology Center at the
barn, 2 new pole barns, good fences and cross fences. Lots of
nice storage house. Can be bought with 10 percent down,
University
of
Southern
stock
water and extra good well. Has 51 acre corn base and 2
balance 20 years at 71,,2 percent interest. No closing cost.
California,said that most of the
acre tobacco base. This is a good farm in high state of
aged he interviewed were
cultivation. Has some marketable timbarN Owner will let
AT 1719 KEENLAND DRIVE WE HAVE A 3 bedroom brick
definite in the hope that their
cattle and hay go with farm. Selling due ttlEalth.
with central heat and air, utility, range, dishwasher,
doctors would tell them if they
disposal, den, outside storage, carport and is priced at only
were incurably ill. They also
WE HAVE JUST LISTED A 3 BEDROOM BRICK on
$22,750.00.
hoped that no -heroic"
Belmont Drive. Has large paneled family room, range, air
methods would be made to
conditioner, paved drive, carport and is listed at only
ON NORTH 19TH STREET WE HAVE JUST LISTED A 3
prolong their lives.
$18,000.00.
bedroom brick with family room,utility room,carport. 92 Ft.
-The medical profession and
lot. This house was built under GI Plan and specifications
the churches . . should play
and has VA loan with low interest rate that owner will
major roles as helpful, conNEW HOUSE IN CANTERBURY ESTATES, JUST now
transfer. $23,500.00.
structive influences on atfinished. Has 2full ceramic tile baths, nice carpeting, central
titudes about death," Mathieu
WE HAVE SOME OF THE VERY NICEST LOTS IN
heat and air, garage, patio, porch, paved street and drive,
Camelot
said. "The fact that they do not
city sewer, city school, dishwasher, range, disposal, lots of" Subdivision from $2500. These are large lots, have city water
indicates the impact of longand gas. In Broach Subdivision lots are priced from
closets, large utility. If interested in something nice, take a
$3650.00.
standing 'taboos' about dying
We have the entire subdivision listed. Lots on
look at this one.
Dudley Drive
and death in our society."
$3750.00 and 84000.00 for corner lots. On Sherrie Lane, lots
are
$3150.00 and $3500.00.
Airports and motels
WE HAVE A LOT 150'x172' with city water, on paved street,
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (UPI)
IF YOU ARE THINKING ABOUT BUILDING, GET the
lays perfect. Owner will sell for $3250.00 if sold this week.
- An important factor in the
lot while there are plenty to choose from
:vow th of motels in the United
WE HAVE JUST LISTED several lots in Bagwell Manor
States has been the construcWE NOW HAVE 4 PLACES FOR RENT, ALSO 2 efficiency
subdivision, from $3203.00. Two lots in Circarama $3400. and
tion of new airports, says
apartments.
Stewart Bain, president of
$37.50.
Quality Motels. More than 500
U.S. cities now have regularly

We Are In Need of Some Good Houses To Sell . .

.cheduled-air ,,ervicr

PETTIBONE TRADED
LOS ANGELES (UP!) —
Richie Pettibone, a 13-year
safety man, was traded Wednesday by the Los Angeles
Rams of the National Football
League to the Washington
Redskins for undisclosed future
draft choices.

if you have one and really want to sell, list it with us, we are members of Multiple Listing,
— OUR ONLY BUSINESS IS REAL ESTATE -

Whether it is selling, renting, buying
or just some friendly advice on real estate,
the best place to go is ...

Roberts Realty

WE DIDN'T COME CLEAR AROUND
THE LAKE 1 OE INSULTED! I'M
DISAPP0SITE-0 IN YOV, CHUCK::

505 Main Street or Call 753-1651

Hospital Report
S-

August 2, 1971
ADULTS 96
NURSERY 11
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N A N CY - STOP
BLOWING BUBBLES
IN THE HOUSE OR
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YOU
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NEWBORN ADMISSIONS-,
Baby Girl Gooch (Mrs.
Scherrie Gooch), Rt. 4, Murray,
Baby Boy Swift ( Mrs. Mona
Katherine Swift), Rt. 3, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Bert Willard Jones, Rt. 3,
Jacqueline
Murray, Mrs.
Meredity Pool. Box 62, Calvert
City, Plomer Leon Borens, Rt. 1,
Dover, Tenn., Edward Orvely
Housden, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Iva
Lee Jackson, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Novella Carroll Veal, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Mrs. Karen Winifred
Hamm and Baby Girl, Rt. 5,
May
Benton, Mrs. Lena
Willoughby, New Concord, Mrs.
Francis Jewell Wells, 425 S. 8th,
Murray, George Tyre Robinson,
Rt, 2, Hazel, Frank Byers, Rt. 1,
Hardin.
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MORTGAGES UP
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Federal Home Loan Bank
Board reports that the nation's
'ederally insured savings and
loan associations closed $4.1
billion in mortgages in June,
the highest figure in more than
two years
Tffe board said the figure was
more than double the amount of
losings for the same month
ne year ago.
tirreER BUMPS
SACRAMENTO, Calif. )UPI)
A bill requiring the bumpers
if all new cars sold in
California after Sept. 1, 1973, to
be capable of withstanding a 5Tille-per-hour crash cleared the
itate asatrnbly Tuesday.
The measure was returned to
he Senate on a 64-0 vote for
‘oncurrence in amendments

EXTRA LARGE
LOT
in Lovely
Gatesborough Estates
Owner leaving town,
must sell at once!

190 ACRES, completely fenced,
good pastures, 185' deep well with
pump, water trough for cattle
now connected to well, running
creek. Shop building, electric, old
house. Near New Concord on
good road. Only two miles from
lake. Priced under $125.00-acre.
Claude L. Miller Real Estate, 7535064, 418 Main Street. John
Newbauer Associate Broker, 7537531.
A5C

PRICE REDUCED
Call 753-6532
For Additional
Information

SMALL FARM; good location;
business or future investment.
One mile East Murray, approximately 10 acres pasture.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
For appointment call 4362173.
'TFC
LOVELY FIVE bedroom home,
full basement, large corner lot,
75x150. Owner transferring. 1700
Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phon753-4178.
TFC
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PIRATES COVE
SUBDIVISION

RFD 1, HARDIN, KY. 42048

KENTUCKY LAKE

DUPLEX; LARGE 3 bedroom
units, carpet, central heat and
air, monthly income $310.00.
Phone 753-6202 or 753-3648.
A7C

t FOR SALE by OWNER

PHONE
(502) 354-6559 5 MI. WEST KEN-LAKE STATE PARK
ON KENTUCKY 80

LAKESIDE LOTS FOR SALE
REASONABLY PRICED—BANK FINANCING
DISPLAY HOMES OPEpl FOR INSPECTION
APPROVED WATER SYS/Lid-3000 FT. AIRPORT
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL

Four bedroom tri-level near
new high school. Large den with
fire place, two full baths. fully
303 SOUTH MAIN, SIKESTON, MISSOURI, 63801
equipped kitchen, separate
PHONE—AREA CODE (314) 471-1348 or 471-1716
dining
room,
carpeted
throughout. Central heat and
air, spacious closets and TWO
BEDROOM small house in LOCATED HIGH on Lake View
garage. Price reduced
Pottertown area, running water, Drive in Keniana Subdivision,
shower. Located on one acre. beautiful lake view. This lot can
PHONE 753-6690
Phone 436-5667.
A7P be yours for as little as $18.06
down and 618.00 per month. Call
at the Keniana office or phone
436-5320
A 10C
FOR SALE

CLYDE WILSON

WantAle
Ring the
Bell!

FOUR BEDROOM Brick
home on 1 112 acre shaded
lot. Located 1 mile west of
Hare on paved road . 2
baths, garage, carpeted
throughout. Price reduced
for quick sale. Owner
being transferred.

Phone 498-8303

TWO BEDROOM house; kitchen,
den, living room, bath. Range
and refrigerator included. All
new carpet. Large lot with outside storage. Call Gene Landolt
at 753-8175 or 753-4707 after 5:00
p.m.
TFC
30 ACRES level land All under
fence. Extra large. Call 7533334.
A7P
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sell It With A Classified

Ad 7:16

E FOR SALE
ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

04NIMI.041.041=.04•111.04=IP.04MMI.0
4E11E1.041=01.04MI.01

BRAND NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Lynnwood
Estates. Has central heat and air, ceramic bath, living room,
kitchen-family room, lots of closet space, kitchen built-ins,
enclosed garage, city water. Financing readily available.

i
I

BRAND NEW 4 BEDROOM BRICK home in Panorama
Shores. Has living room, kitchen with built-ins, family room,
2 baths, carpeting, central heat and air, carport, large lot.
Can be used as a duplex.

e

bedroom
knotting,
vner will

WE ARE having a sidewalk sale
at Five-Points. 4 Big Days,
August 4, 5, 6, and 7th. Gulf or
Armstrong tires, sizes 600:12 to
700:15. All special prices. Good
used tires priced to sell. 55 Gal.
trash barrels. 3 Extra good used
amping trailers, worth the
money. All sizes car rinis. Best
service in Murray. Clifford's
Gulf, Five-Points.
A5C

COMPLETELY REMODELED house on a one acre lot,
located just North of Hazel. Has wall to wall carpeting, air
conditioner, aluminum siding. Priced at only $10,000.

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

PENTA TREATED lumber.
Resistant to rot and termites.
Ideal for boat docks and any
weather exposed uses. Murray
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
Murray,Kentucky.
1TC

-411111111110-

om brick
hwasher,
d at only

-01111MIW

STORE FIXTURET1

Racks - Tables - Chairs - Counters Mirrors - Sign Holders
JUST EVERYTHING
at SACRIFICED PRICES
1
350 CC YAMAHA, 1970. Phone
Ideal for
753-0515 after 8:00 p.m.
A7P
Home, Office - School BEAUTIFUL AKC registerec
IT'S terrific the way we're selling
Blue Lustre to clean rugs and
upholstery. Rent New shampooer
$1. Western Auto, Home of "The
Wishing Well".
A7C

1

NICE 3
id dining
g, range,
nt down,
oat.

FOR SALE

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
purchase. Lonardo
Piano
AUTOS FQR SALE
WILL DO sewing in my home
Company, across from ;Post
a GOOD SOLID 4 BEDROOM FRAME HOME in Hazel. Has 2
Office, Paris,Tenn.
A6C 1969 VOLKSWAGEN, local car, Phone 436-5424.
TFC
bedrooms downstairs and 2 upstairs, large floor plan
good condition, good motor and
black Toy Poodle puppies, 8
* throughout,enclosed back porch,large corner lot. For sale or
I WILL not be responsible for tires. Phone 753-4964.
A6P FURNITURE REFINISHING weeks old. Male or female.
All work guaranteed. Free picklease.
any debts other than my own
Dewormed. Phone 753-6379
up and delivery. Free estimate.
from this day forward. Charles
anytime.
A7C
Antique
or
LOW PRICED 5 ROOM FRAME house in New Concord.
natural finish. Jerry
Eddie Reeder, Route 2, Murray, 1964 BUICK Special, motor in
Situated on a nice 2 acre tract of land. Has basement,
Aug24C 12'x65'-1970
Ky.
A6P good condition, $200.00. Phone McCoy,753-3045.
MOBILE HOME
screened-in back porch, well and cistern, separate garage.
A6C
753-2646.
Spanish deco, fully carpeted, two
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-3773
SEPTIC
TANK
cleaning,
back
I will not be responsible for any
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- bedrooms, two baths, also airATTRACTIVE 3 BEDROOM LAKEFRONT cottage in Pine
debts but my own after this date, 1962 GALAXIE FORP,.sijghtly
conditioned. Excellent condition.
Store Hours: 900-4:30
5933.
Sept.2C
Bluff Shores. Has 11
/
2 baths, kitchen, living room, dining
August 3, 1971.
Very reasonable price. Mime
wrecked. See at 103 South 12th
room,shady yard, private boat dock and private beach.
ASP Street.
Leslie B. Houston
7534456 after 6:00 p.m.
A7P WILL REMOVE
TFC
damaged T.V.
antennas
from houses. Phone 7532 BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a large shady corner lot in
1968 GTO. Been wrecked, has a 8578after
FOR RENT
5:00p.m.
ASP
FIVE FANCY antique iron beds, PAPEC SILAGE chopper, 2
Hazel. Has an enclosed garage, large utility room, plenty of
400 motor and automatic tranreasonable. Some with Brass. silage wagons. All new, 44 less
If You Miss
closet space, carpeted living room, TV antenna, air consmission. Both are in good shape.
PROFESSIONAL, EX- AVAILABLE NOW:one bedroom Phone 753-4399.
ASP cost. Dr. J. C. Melvin, Route 1,
ditioner, outside storage shed.
A5NC
Phone 436-2104.
Your Paper...
PERIENCED painter, will work furnished garage apartment.
Mayfield, Ky. Phone 328-8362.
contract jobs, on hourly basis, Married couples preferred. MAYTAG GAS stove, good Between TIi-City & Sedalia. A7P
ONE AND ONE-HALF STORY FRAME home and 3 acres of
1969 OPEL KADE'TT wagon, has
If you have not received
A5C
7534781.
Phone
own equipment. Call 489si land,located near the Murray City limits and priced at only
condition, $30.00. Highchair,
good condition, low mileage. 7287
your Ledger & Times by
.
Sept.7C
Baby ARC TOY Poodles and Irish
$8,500.
Local car. Phone 753-1841. MC
FURNISHED TWO bedroom $5.00. Also walker, $3.00.
bed and mattress, $15.00, also Setter Puppies. Phone 7536 P.M.
air-conditioned,
apartment,
LAWN MOWING for regular
.
A14C
TWO BEDROOM STUCCO HOME on 2 acres of land, just one
baby clothes from birth to size 8. 11162.
we urge you to contact the
route. Call 753-4530.
A5C married couples preferred. Phone 753-2646.
mile S.E. of Murray, on Hwy. 121. Has stable, garage, good
A6C
city circulation manager,
Phone 7534781.
A5C
fences, excellent garden space and shady yard. Only $10,000.
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
Ted Delaney, at 753-9269
WOULD LIE to stay with
in
Kentucky. No increase in
office
large
NATIONAL
HOTEL;
1971 WINNER boat. 80 h.p.
elderly lady at night. Phone 753Between 6 & 6:30 p.m.
3 ROOM FRAME HOUSE AND 11
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
/
2 acres of land. Located 3
at
Street.
Inquire
Main
space
on
Mercury
CHEVROLET 6
motor.
1968
Call
753-4647.A6C
1417
between
8:00
a4;n. and 3;00
i miles North of Murray, on US-641.
Army Surplus Folks 9 miles
for delivery. Please place
A9C
cylinder, one owner,
p.m.
-t
ASP Hotel desk.
from
your call before 6:30 p.m.
Hopkinsville, Junction Ky.
ONE REGISTERED Appaloosa
standard shift, long
SMALL ACREAGES WITH BEAUTIFUL BUILDING
117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
would
house,
BEDROOM
Two
mare,
also
Pick-up
one
Appaloosa
wide bed.
horse.
WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots
SITES, located only 3 miles West of Murray, near Wiswell.
p.m.
Aug30C
color.
in
brown
ELECTROLUX SALES dr Serinside city. limits. Reasonable prefer elderly couple. On mail Two saddles and bridles. Phone
Phone
753school
route.
and
436-2258.
AlOP SLABS & SAWDUST.
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
1967
CHEVROLET
Pick-up,
753-3798.
AlOC
Phone
rates.
W:
NEAT AS A PIN 3 BEDROOM frame home at 523 Broad
A5C
4596.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far6 cylinder, one owner.
Avery Lumber Co., Puryear.
c Street. Has wall to wall carpeting, central heat, air conWILL INSTALL septic tanks and
1966
HONDA
305,
excellent
Kentucky.
mington,
A5C
Dark
Green.
TFC
$ ditioner, basement. Within walking distance of downtown.
Haul Gravel. Phone Emerine 1968 MODEL TRAILER, 2 running condition,$225.00. Phone Tenn.
1987 CHEVROLET PICKMurray,
Co.,
Construction
air
conditioned,
bedrooms,
753-6936.
I WILL not be responsible for any
A6P FREEZERS-NEW Et cu. tt.
UP Light Green, 6
ELEVEN ACRE TRACT of land on a newly blacktopped
Al8C 10'x42', very nice, near
Kentucky,753-8986.
debts other than my own from
chest, $224.40 delivered, 21 cu. ft.
cylinder,
road,located 4 miles S.E.of Murray. Full price $5,700.
one
owner.
University. Phone 753-3895 or 753this day forward.
upright $244.66 delivered,
UPRIGHT
PIANO.
Call
753-3440
carpentry
and
WILL
DO
0
1963 CHEVROLET PICKA5C
3483.
Jeff Eaker
A6P
after
5:00p.m.
ASP Montgomery Ward, 510 Main 758remodeling work. Phone 753-8298
GOOD PRODUCING 100 ACRE FARM with a 4-year old 3UP Black, short narrow
TFC.
1966.
A7P
bedroom brick home. Located 5 piles Northeast 9f Murray,
estimate.
for
free
bed, one owner, 6
TRAILER SPACE: Select trailer
NO'TICE!!!!LIA,VE to trade or
just west of Van Cleve Road.
sewing
GOOD
machine,
USED
CC
4Mil.
'4.111.1110o
U
U41•110.
cylinder.
sell king size bed this week. Will
WILL KEEP elderly women in Ispace available, Water, Sewer with cabinet. Call 753-3672. A5C
furnished.
Garbage
pickup
and
PICK-IUP
1967 FORD
V-8
trade for new or good used
my home. Will also do ironing.
o LARGE 2 STORY FRAME HOME on a 200' x 200' lot in
standard shift, one
washer. Contact Dennis Travis,
Phone 753-7718.
A6P Mobile Home Village. For in- ONE ROW Ford mounted corn
Hazel. Located just one block from the center of town.
'
a
formation phone 753-3895 or 753Green and
120 Shady Oaks,or call 753owner.
picker. Rabbits, doe and two
c
A
SC
3482.
5829.
white.
A6P
i INCOME PRODUCING PROPERTY-Rental income from
checker pups, cages, feeders.
HELP WANTED
1962 FORD PICK-UP
I these apartments is 15 percent of the selling price. Consists of
FURNISHED HOUSE with two One hog feeder with ten holes,
DOES
YOUR
figure
need
imRed,
6
2 apartments in a large frame house and 2 additional apartcylind,
BABYSITTER wanted in my bedrooms, large kitchen, fully One creep pig feeder, one calf
proving? Call Shapemakers of
ments in a separate concrete block building. Located near
A5C
1965 CHEVROLET,I -TON. home. Call 753-9974 after 5:00 carpeted, rec-room, air con- feeder. Call 247-3936.
Murray 753-2962. Weight loss
O downtown.
A5C
pan.
Panorama
at
located
ditioned.
dual
wheel with
guaranteed.
A25C
Shores. Available Aug. 30-May 750 HONDA,1,400 miles, $1200.00.
cattle racks.
THERE ARE 3 APARTMENTS in the two-story brick
MAN OR WOMAN to sell 13, couples only. $140.00 per 1969 Corvette, 24,000 miles, new
H & R USED FURNITURE is
building at 602 Poplar. Has an additional apartment in the
Rawleigh Household Products to 'month. Phone 7534846.
ASP tires, stereo tape. $3500.00.
See These Nice
open five days a week 10:00 till
Leaving country and must sell.
garage building at the rear of the property. Call us for an
families. Can make $3 and up an
6:00, on Hwy. 121, Concord Road.
S appointment to see this one
Phone 753-1687 after 9:00
1Owner
Write
time.
Pick-Ups
full
with
duplex
or
BEDROOM
hour-part
TWO
Lots of nice used furniture and
AlOC
giving phone no.: Ray Harris, central heat and air, fully car- p.m.
lots of antiques. Phone 753-6676,
Low
Mileage
TOP NOTCH DEVELOPMENT ACREAGE adjoining the
$125.00
Ill,
or
Freeport,
Sept.
Co.,
1.
Available
Rawieigh
,peted.
home phone 753-4716.
A7C
SAIN1' BERNARD pups, ARC
Calloway Country Club, on Mayfield Highway. Property
call 815-232-4161 from 8 to
per month.Phone 7534741. A5C MOVING!! TENT, camping registered. Easy
terms. Call 554equipment. Setter, 11
/
2 years, dog
measures 400' x 1158'. Owner will subdivide if you do not need
A5C
4:30.
WANTED: 18 Business Partners
4786,Paducah,Ky.
TFC
box,
house,
toys.
Carport
and
the full 10-two thirds acres.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
to employ and assist in training
Storage sale. 1715 Keenland
LAUNDRY
PERSONNEL
conditioned,
air
apartment,
students of Murray High who are
A6C EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT,
O PRICE REDUCED $1,000 on the large 2 bedroom frame
Across from Uncle ," s needed! Experience preferred water and sewerage furnished. Drive.
enrolled in the Distributive
economical, Blue Lustre carpet
home at 4th & Calloway, in Hazel. Must sell to settle an
but
not
necessary.
Apply
at Big B Phone 7534741.
A5C
Come By and See
Education program. Must be
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer
THE
LINNVILLE
Shoe
Store
will
Cleaners or call 7534084. A6NC
reliable and willing to assist in
BEDROOM, air- be closed on Sundays beginning $1.00,Big K.
THREE
J.
H.
Nix
the education of young people
esta.I
COMPLETELY
REMODELED 3 bstdroom frame house on a
WANTED: GOOD Carpenter to conditioned brick house, con- August 15, 1971. New store hours;
who want to serve your business
Mac Fitts
large lot in Pottertown. Priced $9,850.
build
14'x 29' addition. Phone 492- veniently located at 301 South Monday thru Friday 8:304:00, WOMEN AND girls summer and
needs and learn your business
winter clothes. Size 7 thru 10,
Jenkins
Charlie
A6P 15th Street within walking Saturday 8:30-5:00.
8644.
operation. Call Murray High
distance of University or The latest fall shoes are Dresses, coats, skirt and sweater
School, 753-5202. Mr. Newcomb
WANTED: WOMAN for salad Elementary school. Large shady arriving daily, also Fall Crinkle sets,formals.Phone 753-2806.A5C
would be glad to meet with you
AUCTION SALE
.dept. Must be neat, efficient and private back yard. Drive by or patent Boots. Now receiving
and explain the program. A11C
Men's shoes, all famous name BLONDE HUMAN hair long fall.
UCTION SALE, Saturday, able to furnish good references. call Town & Country Real Estate,
Practically new. Also used girl's
at Discount Prices.
brands
Experienced
753-9900
preferred
A6C
or
753-3116.
but
will
ugust 7, 10:00 a.m. Complete
bike 36". Phone 753-2606.
A5C
CARD OF THANKS
Summer
All
Shows
Ladies
train
if
willing
to
learn.
Full
time
quidation sale of grocery stock
We wish to express our ap- nd fixtures of Pugh Grocery and work. Afternoon shift, No phone TWO SLEEPING rooms, one Reduced. All Famous Name
A PONY for $20.00. Phone 489eciation to all our friends and
tique Shop on 641 in Almo calls. Apply Colonial House furnished and one unfurnished. Brand Shoes at Discount
A17C 2324.
A6C Prices.
A11C Phone 753-5611.
A5C
atives for kindnesses shown us eights. There is a large stock of Smorgasbord.
' g the loss of our Son and rocery. canned goods. dry
FURNISHED
ELECTRIC GUITAR and amther Everton Dodd. Thanks oods,cosmetics, drugs, tobacco, BE YOUR own boss! Earn an COMPLETELY
plifier. Both in perfect condition;
or all the floral offerings and a
• everything that you would income of your own, right in your cottage on Kentucky Lake.
grill, airown community. Be an Avon Outdoor barbecue
look like new. Must sell; asking
thanks to the ladies of the find in any sotre.
$200.00. Can be seen at 100 South
0
Plains Church for the food. Store ft:tin:es' sell at 12:00 Representative. Call collect after conditioned, linen furnished.
TFNC
Mrs. A. L. Dodd & Family noon. 8' McCray hold-fib meet 6 p.m. 365-9424 or write Mrs. Located on the main lake.
13th Street, Apt. No.2.
imp .imm•04aim.0
ITC box, 5' Dairy box, 5 fresh Janet Kunich, Manager Rt. 2, Spectacular view. Phone 436-5679
O.M.P. 411110.04111111.0
O.411110.0
APPROXIMATELY 13' Chest
A7C from 7:30-9:30 a.m. or from 5:00vegetable box, assorted small Box 136 A,Princeton,Ky.
A6C
Freezer. 20' G.E. Freezer. G.E.
9:00 p.m.
Can Arrange Moving
racks, computer scales, large
14,000 BTU air conditioner.
meat slicer, adding machine- WANTED: LADY to live in with
elderly woman. Room and board FURNISHED
APARTMENT
Bilbrey's, 210 East Main, phone
cash register combination
A5C
There will be lots of antiques to plus salary Phone 753-5421 after one and two bedrooms. Washers i ELLIS BOPCORN
I 753-5617
A7C and dryers available. Zimsell at end of grocery sale, time 5:00 p.m.
753-5451
merman Apartments, South 16th
30" GAS RANGE, new condition,
permitting. For information call
A6C
000I priced to sell. Also Embassy
Otto Chester's Auction Service, HELP DISTRIBUTE Nationally Street. Phone 753-6609.
Stereo console,including AM-FM
4354042 or 753-7462, Almo. A5P advertised line of home care
products. Full or part time. Send TWO ROOM apartment,one mile TWO BLACK wrought iron wash stereo and phonograph, for
resume to P.O. Box 592, Murray, from the University on Murray kettles, roll-away bed, 34 size, $100.00. Phone 753-4897.
A5C
WANT TO BUY
A7P and Mayfield Road. Married complete with springs and,
Kentucky.
mattress.
Phone
753-3323 after GRAND PIANO. $200.00. Phone
couple or two boys. Phone 753WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 1970
A7P 753-7905.
A6P 5:00p.m.
A9C
pick-up truck. Low Mileage. In BABYSITTING IN my home. 4552.
Phone
753years
Children
2-4
good condition. Phone 7534030
REFRIGERATED
case
or
PIE
4897.
A7C BODY SHOP or clean up shop.
TURKEYS, DUCKS, Guineas,
after 5:00p.m.
TFNC
Large, convenient. Air com. Wad case. Maximum 5 shelf, Whiterodt, Wyandott hens and
WANTED
HOMEWORKERS
AlOP inside deminsions 20"x36". pullets. Hubert Alexander, 3
WANT TO BUY; 50 acres of land part-time,full-time work at home pressor. Phone 435-5975.
A7C miles South Sedalia. Phone 328Phone 753-403.
within 5 miles of Murray. Also mailing our circulars. For details
NICE TRAILER; carpet, color
8563.
ASP
want to buy used air conditioners, rush self-addressed, stamped
TV., air-conditioned. Deposit USED REFRIGERATOR &
large fans and one large bed 'envelope and 35c to US Enelectric
stove
apartment-sized
required, no pets. Phone 753-7358
complete with mattress. See terprises, P.O Box 813-A7,
TFC and a 48" black light Sr fixture. UPHOLSTERING EQUIPafter 4:00p.m.
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC
Reasonably priced. Must sell MENT; one Singer Sewing
Court.
A5C
1TC machine; one button covering
today. Phone 753-8811.
LOST
&
FOUND
FOR SALE OR TRADE
buttons;
.ANT TO BUY; logs and
LOST: WOMAN'S NAVY Billfold ONE BEAUTIFUL pocket size machine with dies and
standing timber. Also have for PARTIALLY WOODED lot, near West Main
20 lbs.thread, assorted colors.
white
Puppy
and
Peek-A-Poo
two
Street.
ImMoteay Kcntiick 42071
Phone 753-1918
sale lumber and sawdust. 105'x160' in Sherwood Forest. portant papers
One platform rocker,,one dining
inside. If found Toy Poodle puppies, 6 and 7
Murree Saw Mill and Lumber Phone 753-7358, after 4:09
table with 4 chairs Phone 753Special
price
weeks
PhOne
old.
please call Pat at 753-9427.
ASP
TFC Reward offered.
Co. Phone 753-4147.
TFC p.m.
A7C 9670 after 5:30p.m.
TFNC 753-4469.
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DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, Inc.
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Fulton Young Realty
4th & Maple Streets
Phone 753-7333
Home Phones:
Fulton E. Young, 753-4946;
Ishmael Stinson, 753-1534.
_
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, 63801
1-1716
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na Subdivision,
ew. This lot can
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LADIES

LADIES
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SHIRTS

KNIT TOPS

266

354

LADIES

KNIT
PULLOVERS

354

COMPARE AT 4.99

COMPARE AT 4.99

COMPARE AT 3.49

FAKE FUR COAT

This wonderful assortment of
long sleeve shirts comes in
chambray, polyester and cotton broadcloth in an assortment of collar styles. Choose
from many styles in an assortment of fall colors. 32 - 38.

The "in" fur for fall is "FAKE".
This lovely frosted looking fake fur
Is made of easy-care washable polyester accented by brass buttons.
2 patch pockets, and a half belt
back button. Sizes 8 to 18 in Ash
or Camel.

years, •
to $14 ti
if •
will be
welfare ,
have so,
The pro•
to get •

Knits are right for fall. A
splash of tall colors can be
found
in these beautiful
acrylic knit tops with cable
ri b al I over rib, stripe necks
dog collars, contrasting trim
in easy care fabric. Sizes
Small, Medium & Large.

100% acrylic rib knit pullovers, 25-inch lengths, mock
turtle or jewel necks. Includes 5-button or front zip
closing with 2 chest pockets.
Assorted colors in medium
and large.
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LADIES

3/4 LENGTH CAR COATS

66

Easy care vinyl suede with taffetta
lining. A sensational value that includes leather trimmed collars,
covered buttons and pipe trimmed
pockets. Sizes 8-16 in camel and
antelope.
COMPARE AT 8.99
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LADIES

FALL DRESSES

44

MIX OR MATCH
COORDINATES
Round the clock fashion in this group of washable
sports wear. Mix or match and make several
different outfits.

100% Acrylic Bonded Slack 433
Sizes 10 to 18.
466
Bonded Nylon Vest

COMPARE
AT 11.99
Choose from Kodels,cottons and
blends in the latest colors of fall
in prints and solids with assorted
collar styles. Short or long
sleeves. Sizes 3-11, 7-15.
TEENS AND WOMENS

Sizes 10 to 18.

Bonded Nylon Lined Shirt
Sizes 10 to 18.

Acrylic Sweater

88
3

100%
Small, Medium and Large. COMPARE AT UP TO

Store Hours: 9-4 Mon.-S't
1-6 Sundays

SWEATERS BONDED SLACKS

54

COMPARE
AT 4.99
Smart rib knits with long
sleeves, turtle nerks in a 12
gauge fabric. 8 exciting fall
colors to choose from. Sizes
34-40.

TRIPLE STRAP SLIPON

CONPAR
5.99\4T 2.99

33

COMPARE
AT 5.99
Ladies acrylic bonded pants
with 2 pockets, zippers or
button fronts with button
waistband in sizes 8 to 18
in assorted colors.

• Scuff-proof tr (Fled r,
made uppers
• Triple-straps over the Lr,‘
vamp; three brass buck'r,,.
▪ Slightly squared toe
heel. (Imported
• Sizes to 10 )n brown}

rs of grained antiqued
ads material5
vamp with brass chain

55

'y styling for school or
s Br, to

3 in

PANT SUIT OUTFIT

22

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING'

COMPARE AT 8.99
Permanent press tweed jumper and pants in assorted
fall colors are set off with a cotton and polyester
solid blouse. Sizes 7 to 14,

Th

brown (Imported)

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Girls
3-PIECE BONDED

/GIRLS CHAIN TRIM LOAFER

166

388
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